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(57) ABSTRACT 
Amethod of coating a ceramic onto a substrate, comprising: 

selecting said substrate having a top surface; 

supplying said ceramic having a bottom surface; 

coating said ceramic onto a selected area on said top 
surface of said substrate; 

furnishing at the contact area betWeen said ceramic and 
said substrate a bonding substance containing a 
carbide-forming metal Which chemically reacts With 
said ceramic, above a ?rst temperature of beloW 
1500° C., to form a metal carbide capable of bonding 
to both said ceramic and said substrate, said carbide 
forming metal being selected from the group con 
sisting of Au, B, Ir, La, Li, Mn, Mo, Os, Re, Rh, Ru, 
Si, Th, U, V, W, and mixtures or alloys thereof; and 

Without pressuriZing said ceramic and said substrate 
heating said coated ceramic in contact With said 
substrate above said ?rst temperature to cause said 
chemical reaction to occur thereby forming a ?rst 
bonding layer microscopically substantially per 
fectly bonding said ceramic to said selected surface 
of said substrate; 

said ?rst bonding bonding layer being void-free and 
microcrack-free and from 100 Angstroms to 0.375 
mm thick, and comprising essentially of said metal 
carbide. 
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CERAMIC COATING METHOD 

REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS 

[0001] This is a continuation-in-part (CIP) of my pending 
US. application Ser. No. 08/301,582, ?led Sep. 7, 1994; 
Which is a CIP of US. application Ser. No. 08/123,877, ?led 
Sep. 20, 1993. The 123,877 application is a CIP of pending 
applications Ser. Nos. 07/804,287; 07/804,285; and 07/244, 
421; respectively ?led Dec. 9, 1991, Dec. 9, 1991, and Sep. 
16, 1988, the later tWo now US. Pat. Nos. 5,248,079 and 
5,230,924, respectively. The 804,285 application is CIP of 
my pending application Ser. No. 07/499,707, ?led Mar. 27, 
1990, now US. Pat. No. 5,161,728. Both the 499,707 and 
244,421 applications are CIP’s of my US. pending appli 
cation Ser. No. 07/277,672, ?led Dec. 14, 1988, noW aban 
doned US. Pat. No. 5,000,986. The 499,707 and application 
is a CIP of Ser. No. 07/277,666, ?led Nov. 29, 1988, now 
US. Pat. No. 4,890,783. I hereby incorporate by reference 
all of the above-cited references. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] 1. Field 

[0003] This invention relates to ceramic coating and bond 
ing methods, and more particularly relates to fusion-formed, 
ceramic coating and bonding methods With uniform ceramic 
metalliZing compositions and specially graded, microscopi 
cally substantially perfectly defect-free bonded regions to 
produce reproducibly strong and thermomechanically 
shock-resistant ceramic coatings or bonds. 

[0004] “Ceramic” means not only the usual ceramics such 
as alumina, Zirconia, beryllia, mullite, cordierite, silicon 
carbide; but also quartZ, intermetallics, diamond, boron, 
graphite, carbon, silicon, and various other carbides, 
nitrides, aluminides, or borides, glasses, machinable glasses, 
Corning’s Vision glass; but also the surface of many reactive 
metals such as aluminum, magnesium, chromium, silicon, 
titanium, or Zirconium Which alWays have oxides, nitrides, 
hydrides, or other compounds of reactions of the metal With 
the environment. 

[0005] 2. Prior Art 

[0006] Various methods have been developed to coat 
ceramic or metal With, or to join metal to, ceramics. But 
none gives inexpensive, stable, strong, and temperature 
resistant products. Reliable ceramic coatings or joints are 
not commercially available WorldWide at any cost, even for 
small joint siZes. 

[0007] Under a Well-coordinated intensive effort on 
ceramic-metal bonding, Japan has been the most successful 
country in the development and commercialiZation of prod 
ucts involving metal-ceramic bonds. They already have 
successfully: (1) used a ceramic turbocharger (NGK, Nis 
san), (2) produced an all ceramic sWirl chamber for diesel 
engines (Mazda, NGK), and (3) prototyped a ceramic tur 
bomolecular pump (Mitsubuishi and Japan Atomic Energy 
Research Institute). But according to Prof. T. Suga of the 
University of Tokyo in his 1989 revieW paper on the “Future 
Outlook in Japan” (Exhibit A), the practical useful tempera 
ture of the best Japanese ceramic joints to special “match 
ing” metal alloys is only 600° C. Further, the bond strength 
decreases rapidly With temperature, because the reaction 
products in their bonded regions become Weak and brittle 
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under thermal stresses. They consider the improvement of 
the thermomechanical shock resistance of their braZed 
ceramic joints to be an urgent task. 

[0008] The European effort, mainly in Germany and 
France, has been even less successful. Germany failed to 
reach their goal after the ?rst ten-year (1974-1983) program 
and its folloW-up in 1983-1986. Their present program 
(1985-1994) merely emphasiZes on reproducible mechanical 
properties and component reliability. The US Department of 
Energy supports much of US ceramic joining R&D. It also 
had to reneW annually the ceramic automotive program after 
10-year, 50-million intensive Work, mainly producing a 
speci?cation for automative ceramic-metal joints. 

[0009] Each metal-ceramic joint or bond must be specially 
designed. The factors in joint design include metal and 
ceramic composition, joint failure modes, parts shapes and 
siZes, thermal and other demands. The requirements for the 
National Aero-Space Plane (NASP) is totally different from 
those of the diamond heat sinks or fusion reactors. A 
ceramic-metal bond designed for maximum mechanical 
strength is usually not the best for thermal conductances, 
Which is critical in heat sinks. What is best for one appli 
cation (e.g., for preventing rapid heating failures) may even 
be precisely the Worst for another (e. g., for preventing severe 
quenching failures), as shoWn by the functional grading 
technique described in this application. On the NASP, for 
example, the best titanium-Si3N4 joint for the turbine sub 
jected to rapid heating should not be used for the Wings of 
the same plane subjected to possible ice quenching failures. 
A joining method for many conditions may not be the best 
for any application. 

[0010] Different physical, chemical, and electrical metal 
liZing or ?lm-forming methods have been developed for 
metal-ceramic bonding. Each method has its unique advan 
tages. Some, for example, are atomically precise. Others 
thoroughly clean the substrate surfaces for better adhesion. 
Some others result in crystalline epitaxy, Which is necessary 
for semiconductor devices. Still others produce splat cooling 
and super?ne grains, With resultant enhanced mechanical 
properties, for example, increased Young’s modulus. Still 
others are done at loW temperatures to avoid unWanted 
thermal effects. But none deal effectively With the many 
critical problem to be addressed in this invention. 

[0011] Most ceramic-metal joints have bonding regions 
that are not microscopically perfect or 100% dense, severely 
damaging the joint mechanical strength and thermal or 
electrical conductivities. Sintered, solid-state formed, hot or 
cold pressed, diffusion bonded, or even liquid in?ltrated 
bonding layers cannot be fully dense, no matter hoW high the 
vacuum, external pressure, or processing temperature. This 
is because trapped gases cannot be compressed to Zero 
volume, particularly if they are sealed off by initial densi 
?cations. Evaporated, sputtered, plasma, and electrolytic or 
electroless deposits generally are packed plates. Packed 
particles can never be 100% dense. The maximum density in 
packed spheres is only about 74% for the idealiZed close 
packed, face-centered or hexagonal packing structure. 
Ceramic metalliZing With mixed W/Mo and Fe/Mn poWders 
have voids and segregations initially already present in the 
coated layers. These defects, generally remain after high 
temperature processing, because of contamination, inad 
equate melting and ?uxing, and diffusion voids, and other 
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chemical reactions. Repeated metalliZing, sintering, nickel 
ing, as suggested by, e.g., the Us. Pat. No. 3,901,772, do not 
solve the basic problems. 

[0012] Achieving full density in chemical vapor deposi 
tion (CVD) or physical vapor deposition (PVD) requires not 
only complete absence of dust, contamination, inclusion, 
and trapped gas, but also special ambient such as excellent 
vacuum not gaseous ambient under atmospheric pressure. 
Deposited ?lms also require perfect cleaning and optimal 
nucleation and crystal groWth. Nucleation and crystal 
groWth is still not a science. The later, in particular, requires 
unknoWn but continuously varying groWth rates and tem 
perature pro?les. After billions of dollars of CVD Work (e.g., 
in electronics), defects in CVD ?lms are still prevalent. 
Pores, for example, often reach up to 10 or 20% in even the 
most studied diamond ?lms, according to a 1990 DTIC 
report referred to elseWhere. This is so regardless of Whether 
high or loW-pressure, high or loW-temperature, plasma or 
laser enhanced or not, or the type of equipment, carrier gases 
or reactants used. Unless ultra-high vacuum is used, active 
metal bonding methods employing Ti, Zr, Nb, Cr, . . . alWays 
contains surface oxides, nitrides, carbides, Which lead to 
pores or cracks (from mismatch betWeen, e.g., oxide or 
metal) and refractory, non-Wetted or non-bonded areas. 

[0013] The metal poWders used in the common ceramic 
metalliZing processes are limited to 325 or 400 mesh siZes, 
or still tens of microns in diameters. Finer poWders are 
costly, and generally surface contaminated. These ?ne 
mixed poWders are alWays segregated, and cannot produce 
thin metalliZed layers one micron or 100 Angstroms (A) 
thick, nor With thickness accuracies of less than 1,000 or 100 
A. 

[0014] Hence, most ceramic-metal joints are not substan 
tially perfectly bonded, not only microscopically but even 
macroscopically. By “macroscopically or microscopically 
substantially perfect Wetting or bonding”, it is meant that no 
defects are visible in the form of voids, cracks, excessive 
?uxes, non-Wetted, or non-bonded areas under the micro 
scope or on microphoto at 3-20 or 100-1,000 times magni 
?cation, respectively. Microphotos such as those in FIGS. 2 
and 3 (at 1,000><magni?cation) of the Li’s “Diamond Met 
alliZation” paper given in Ref. E mentioned elseWhere shoW 
microscopically perfect bonding With none of the defects 
mentioned above. These microphotos are available to the 
public since 1990 via the SDIO Final Report, Ref. 17, in the 
“Diamond MetalliZation”, paper. 

[0015] Many problems still exist With present ceramic 
metalliZing, coating, and bonding methods. A serious prob 
lem is the instability and unreliability of even the best 
ceramic-metal bonds made in, e.g., Japan, as mentioned 
above. Another problem is the difficulty of achieving on the 
ceramic surface uniform metalliZed layers, or even coated 
layer of the metalliZing poWders. 

[0016] Take, for example, the commonly used heavy metal 
processes, such as W—Yttria (W—Y2O3), W—Fe, or 
Mo—Mn. In these and many similar methods, segregation 
of the mixed metal poWders takes place due to their differing 
speci?c gravities, shapes, siZes, porosities, and surface 
smoothness. These segregation occur at all times: during the 
mixing of the poWders, storing of the poWder suspensions, 
application of the suspensions, settling of the suspended 
poWders in the applied coatings, and drying of the applied 
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coatings. Further, these segregations occur so fast as to be 
practically uncontrollable, as Will be shoWn shortly. 

[0017] In general, spherical, heavy, large, smooth, and 
dense poWders settle ?rst and early in the binder or suspen 
sion medium. Upon settling, these poWders tend to roll or 
move sideWise or doWnWard toWard the corners or bound 

aries faster and further than odd-shaped, light, small, rough, 
and porous poWders of otherWise identical characteristics. 

[0018] Take the W—Y2O3 mixed poWders in an organic 
binder of nitrocellulose in butyl carbitol acetate With speci?c 
gravities of 19.3, 4.5, and 0.98, respectively. Such a sus 
pension, even if perfectly mixed up by shaking, stirring, 
roller-milling, or otherWise, Will immediately tend to seg 
regate. More speci?cally, the initial settling acceleration due 
to gravitational minus buoyancy forces on W poWders is 
980.6><(19.3—.98)/19.3=930.8 cm><cm/sec, While that of 
YZO3 poWders is only 767.0 cm><cm/sec. 
[0019] In a mixing, storing, or carrying bottle 10 cm high 
and containing a perfectly mixed suspension of these mixed 
metalliZing poWders, the time for the W poWders to com 
pletely settle out is only 147 ms (milliseconds), if uniform 
acceleration is assumed. At the tip of a paint brush having a 
suspension drop 0.3 cm in diameter, the complete settling 
time of these W poWders is merely 25.4 ms, While on a 
horiZontally painted or sprayed layer 0.1 cm thick, the same 
settling time is only 14.7 ms. In all these cases, the complete 
settling time for the YZO3 poWders is alWays the square root 
of 930.8/767.0=1.21, or 21% longer, as shoWn in the Us. 
Pat. No. 4,890,783. 

[0020] Assuming uniform accelerations, mixed poWder 
segregations may be completed Within 147 to 14.7 ms. Such 
short times indicate that the W—Y2O3 poWder segregations 
are beyond human controls. Painted or sprayed mixed poW 
der layers are thus alWays not uniform. 

[0021] In metalliZing onto a horiZontal ceramic surface, 
most of the W poWders immediately settle out. The ?rst 
coated layers are therefore alWays very rich in W (melting 
point 3,410° C.), and correspondingly very poor in Y2O3. 
These ?rst layers are too refractory for the preset metalliZing 
temperature (up to about 1550° C.) to melt, so that the 
ceramic surfaces are not sufficiently metalliZed, or not at all. 
The last settling layers, on the other hand, are too rich in the 
?uxing Y2O3. Thus, the ceramic surfaces are improperly 
metalliZed, With bottom undermetalliZed layer and top 
glassy layer. The metalliZed bonding layer is either erratic, 
or very Weak in strength and thermal or thermal shock 
resistance. 

[0022] Hence, common W/Mo metalliZation on ceramics 
generally produces unreliable or uncontrollable results. The 
metalliZed surface often contain loose and unmetalliZed 
spots With high heavy refractory metal content, or non 
Wettable spots due to the high ?ux content. Even repeated 
metalliZation, brushings, and nickel or copper platings, as 
suggested in US. Pat. No. 3,910,772 do not solve the basic 
microstructural problem due to poWder segregation. The 
entire process is costly, critical and involved, and yet non 
uniform. The resultant ceramic-metal joints or ceramic coat 
ings on metals are also Weak, costly, nonreproducible, and 
usually not vacuum-tight, or temperature-resistant, e.g., less 
than 600° C. even in the best Japanese joints With super?ne 
ceramics and “matching” high-nickel metals, as mentioned 
above. 
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[0023] Painting or spraying onto vertical or inclined sur 
faces results in additional segregations and gradations, and 
gives added poor uniformity, reproducibility, and bonding 
results. While only the effect of gravitational density segre 
gation has been considered in some detail in the US. Pat. 
No. 4,890,783 the other segregation variables such as poW 
der shape, siZe, porosity, and surface roughness are also 
important. This and other previous inventions achieve sig 
ni?cant improvements never before possible. Still, absolute 
joint perfection is evidently impossible. 

[0024] A second important problem With common joining 
processes is the lack of control, or even understanding, of 
dynamic mismatches of temperatures, coef?cients of ther 
mal expansion (CTE’s), stresses, and strain pro?les in the 
joint region, and their variations With time. Another aspect 
of this invention is therefore to describe such dynamic 
mismatch phenomena, and to specially tailor-grade the com 
position and/or physical property pro?les of the joint region 
so that the maXimum or critical transient mismatch stresses 
never eXceed the local material strength at any point inside 
the joint region, at any time during the heating or cooling of 
such joints in processing or service. 

[0025] Athird problem results from our incomplete under 
standing of the required microstructural, chemical, and 
physical properties of the interfacial regions in the ceramic 
metal joints. 

[0026] These gravitational segregation, dynamic mis 
match, and joint design problems have been described and 
preliminarily solved in the US. Pat. No. 4,890,783 and other 
patents. This invention is to continue to improve upon these 
previous solutions. 

[0027] Accordingly, an object of this invention is to pro 
vide improved ceramic-metal joints and joining methods; 

[0028] A further object of this invention is to provide 
improved ceramic metalliZing methods for these joints; 

[0029] A broad object of this invention is to minimiZe 
gravitational segregations of the components in the metal 
liZing methods during or prior to the joining; 

[0030] Another broad object of the invention is to func 
tionally tailor-grade, both parallel to and normally of the thin 
bonding region, the composition and property pro?les in the 
bonding regions to ensure that the maXimum dynamic or 
transient stresses do not eXceed the local material strengths 
at any point and time; 

[0031] A further object of the invention is to provide a 
specially microengineered, highly Wetting and perfectly 
bonded interfacial bonding layer of the optimum character 
istics to achieve defect-free, tough, and very strong joints; 

[0032] A still further object of the invention is to provide 
uniformly thin (1 micron, 1,000 A, or 100 A) bonding layers 
With controlled uniformity and thickness accurate to 100 or 
10 A; 

[0033] Another object of the invention is to ?aWlessly coat 
metals or ceramics With protective materials, particularly to 
produce tough, strong, thermochemically stable, and ther 
momechanically shock-resistant composites; 

[0034] Another object of the invention is to provide 
improved method for making, and products of, diamond, 
silicon carbide, and other ceramic joints to metals; 
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[0035] Further objects and advantages of my invention 
Will appears as the speci?cation proceeds. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0036] To these ends, the method of the present invention 
for making a microscopically perfectly Wetted and bonded, 
void-free and crack-free, structural bond betWeen a metal 
and a ceramic for practical uses above 600° C. comprises 
uniformly metalliZing the ceramic; and increasing the ratio 
of the ceramic material strength to the dynamic and static 
mismatch stresses due to differential thermal expansions so 
that these mismatch stresses do not eXceed the ceramic 
material strength at any point and time thereby preventing 
bond failures. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0037] The invention and its further objects and features 
Will be more clearly understood from the folloWing detailed 
description taker in conjunction With the draWings in Which: 

[0038] FIG. 1 shoWs a system for real-time monitoring of 
miXed settling poWders; 

[0039] FIGS. 2a-2b shoW nodular bonding spots on rein 
forcing carbon ?bers in carbon composites; 

[0040] FIGS. 3a-3b shoW a multi-purpose bonding 
method for high temperature ceramic superconductors; 

[0041] FIGS. 4a-4a' shoW neWly microengineered micro 
structures of the bonding interfacial regions; and 

[0042] FIG. 5 shoWs a bonding method for mounting 
diamond or other gem stones; 

[0043] FIG. 6 shoWs a cooling method after metal-ce 
ramic bonding to achieve controlled solidi?cation and 
elemental segregation for overcoming dynamic mismatch 
stresses; 

[0044] FIG. 7 shoWs a neW method of overcoming mis 
match stresses; and 

[0045] FIG. 8 shoWs another composite structure involv 
ing reinforcing ?bers strategically positioned and oriented to 
overcome interfacial surface failures in the ceramic; and 

[0046] FIGS. 9a-9b shoW a method of overcoming mis 
match stresses on long or large-area coatings or joints. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

[0047] With the above and such other object in vieW as 
may hereinafter more fully appear, the invention consists of 
the novel (structures, articles constructions and methods) 
constructions, combinations and arrangements of parts as 
Well be more fully described in the accompanying speci? 
cation and illustrated in the accompanying draWings, but it 
is to be understood that changes, variations, and modi?ca 
tions may be resorted to Which fall Within the scope of the 
invention as claimed Without departing from the nature and 
spirit of the invention. 

[0048] It Will be understood that the speci?c embodiments 
described herein are merely illustrative of the general prin 
ciples of the invention and that various modi?cations and 
equivalent substitutions are feasible Without departing from 
the spirit and scope of the invention. That is, the invention 
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is of general applicability for improving the quality of the 
ceramic-metal joints or joining methods, or coatings of 
ceramics on ceramics, or on metals. It is also evident that 
materials, structures, and methods other than those espe 
cially described can be combined and used to practice the 
invention. 

[0049] The ’783 and other patents of Li describe the 
gravitational segregation of mixed metalliZing and/or braZ 
ing poWders of different diameters and suspended in a 
common ?uid (gas or liquid) suspension medium of a 
speci?c viscosity n of the suspension medium at the pro 
cessing temperature for coating. Equations have been 
derived shoWing the relationship of the particle diameter Di 
(for the ith particle type), its density di, and viscosity n to the 
settling velocity and distance. Stokes in 1851 ?rst consid 
ered the resistance R Which a ?uid medium of density drn and 
viscosity n offers to the movement of any spherical poWder. 
His Work enables the derivation of equations for the poW 
der’s acceleration, velocities, ?nal velocity, and a “velocity 
constant”. The velocity constant, Which characteriZes the 
settling of the particle in the suspension medium, is given as 
folloWs: 

[0050] One can calculate the velocity constant and the 
settling behavior in Water at 20° C. (dm=1.0 and n=0.010) of 
various metal or nonmetal poWders, With densities in g/cc in 
parentheses, as folloWs: W (19.35) 100,000, YZO3 (5.01) 
21,900, Fe (7.87) 37,400, Mo (10.2) 50,100, Mn (7.2) 
33,800, WO3 (7.16) 33,600, Fe2O3 (5.24) 23,100, MoO3 
(4.692) 20,100, and MnO2 (5.026) 21-900. 

[0051] For example, according to CRC Handbook of 
Chemistry and Physics, Ed. D. R. Lide, CRC Press, 1993, W 
(page 4-109), Mo (4-76), Cu (4-57), Bi2O3 (4-44), WO3 
(4-109), CuO (4-57), MoO3 (4-76) and diamond (12-79) 
have densities of 19.4, 10.2, 8.92, 8.9, 7.16, 6.4, 4.69, and 
3.51, respectively. Hence, When mixed in a binder suspen 
sion, these particles settle out into layers in the sequence 
given, as shoWn in the Us. Pat. No. 4,890,783. Diamond, 
being the lightest, therefore settles out last, or predominantly 
as the topmost layer /over the other material layers. 

[0052] Also, in the W—Y2O3 metalliZing process, 
because the W poWders are 3.9 (19.35/5.01) times heavier 
than Y2O3, the velocity constants vc’s of the tWo compo 
nents differ by a factor of 100,000/21,900=4.6 times. That is, 
for a given poWder siZe D, the ?nal constant settling velocity 
Vf of W spheres is 4.6 times greater than that of YZO3 
spheres. As discussed above, this Wide difference in veloci 
ties results in severe gravitational segregation and early 
depletion of W particles in the settling mixtures and, there 
fore, poor metalliZing results. 

[0053] The closer the densities and velocity constants of 
the mixed poWders, the less the gravitational segregation. 
Hence, the poWders in the mixed oxide process WO3— 
Fe2O3 are much less segregated and more uniform than the 
mixed metal particles, W—Fe. The WO3—Fe2O3 process as 
density and velocity constant ratios of 1.366 and 1.455, 
versus 2.459 and 2.674, respectively, for the W—Fe process. 
Similarly, in Mo—Mn process, replacing the metal poWders 
by their respective oxides reduces the differences in the 
ratios of velocity constants and ?nal velocities from 48.2% 
to only 9.0% and 19.2% to 4.2%, respectively. PoWdered 
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oxide or other compounds of W, Fe, Mo, and Mn are reduced 
during metalliZing from their respective oxides to form the 
respective metal poWders. These metal poWders are smaller 
than the initial oxide poWders. These smaller siZes further 
promote better homogeniZations and metalliZation results. 

[0054] If We mix Fe2O3 and WO3 spherical poWders in the 
siZe (diameter D) ratio of the square root of (33,600/23, 
100=1.455), i.e., 1.206, the ?nal settling velocities of both 
these siZe-ratioed poWders Will be exactly the same. That is, 
by simply making the Fe2O3 poWders 20.6% larger than the 
WO3 poWders, the mixed particles Will ?nally settle in Water 
at 20° C. at exactly the same velocity. This condition leads 
to metalliZing uniformity due to the uniform composition of 
the ?nally deposited layers. 

[0055] The ?nal settling velocities of the tWo mixed 
poWders, VijihOWCVCI‘, come only after some settling time, ts, 
When a speci?c amount, Q, of the mixed poWders has 
already settled out at differing velocities, From this settling 
time, ts, for the speci?c combination of component poWders, 
the settled amount Q, and the material use ef?ciency can be 
computed from the materials remaining after the settling 
time, ts. The materials already settled before tS is the settled 
distances, st, multiplied by the initial material densities. The 
already settled materials are not lost, since they can be 
recirculated and reused in subsequent metalliZing runs. 

[0056] In this Way, gravitational segregations betWeen, for 
example, co-settling W and Fe, Mo and Mn, WO3 and 
Fe2O3, or M003 and MnO2 poWders, are minimiZed. Natu 
rally, the smaller the percentage of velocity or useful poWder 
siZe differences, the loWer the material use efficiency on a 
particular mixed-poWder combination. An engineering com 
promise must, therefore, be made. 

[0057] The ?uid suspension medium may be either a 
gaseous or liquid medium. The liquid may be Water, alcohol, 
other inorganic or organic liquids of fairly constant viscosity 
at room temperature. Avarying viscosity liquid may also be 
used, for example, a polymeriZing organic substance con 
taining a polymer and a hardener, a nitrocellulose in an 
evaporating solvent such as butyl carbitol acetate, or Duco 
cement diluted With rapidly evaporating acetone, to achieve 
rapidly increasing viscosity, n. The velocity constant of the 
settling poWders is, as shoWn above, inversely proportional 
to this viscosity. Hence, in all these cases, the starting time 
for achieving nearly equal settling velocities is shortened by 
the increasing viscosity due to polymeriZation or solvent 
evaporation. With increasing viscosities, the absolute differ 
ence betWeen the settling velocities (in centimeters per 
second) of the tWo mixed poWders becomes less. Nearly 
equal-settling conditions are thus more easily achieved for 
the mixed poWders. But the nearly equally settling, mixed 
poWders must be quickly used before much further poly 
meriZation or evaporation takes place. 

[0058] The above technique minimiZes gravitational seg 
regation through minimiZed settling differences of poWders 
of differing densities. The technique achieves uniform 
chemical compositions in the different layers of settled 
metalliZing poWders. Absolute, 100% segregation control 
and coating uniformity is impossible, partly because there 
are other types of segregations besides siZe segregations due 
to gravity treated in the US. Pat. No. 4,890,783. Even 
different settled coating layers still slightly differ in chemical 
compositions. These differences are even more pronounced 
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after the ceramic metalliZation, because the metalliZation 
reactions are diffusion controlled. Even With perfectly uni 
form settled powder compositions, the chemical composi 
tions of resultant metalliZed layer, though substantially 
uniform, particularly in any plane parallel to the ceramic 
metal bonding interface, also depends on the (diffusion) 
distance from the metal substrate surface. 

[0059] In practice, We specify that the tWo settling veloci 
ties of the mixed particles are Within a certain speci?ed 
percentage, e.g., 20 or 10%, of each other. 

[0060] By repeated experimentation or computer simula 
tion, the best mixed-poWder metalliZing process for optimal 
combined metalliZing uniformity and material use ef?ciency 
can be systematically determined. Based on these principles, 
method and equipment can be developed for controlling the 
turn-on time for starting to deposit the mixed poWder at 
nearly equal ?nal settling velocity into metalliZing layers 
With the siZe-ratioed poWders. 

[0061] FIG. 1 shoWs such a system for real-time moni 
toring of the settling poWders. The system determines the 
starting time for collecting the residual or still unsettled 
mixed poWders for uses in metalliZation. This system has a 
vertical settling cylinder 10. Near the bottom of the cylinder 
10, tWo pairs of light emitters 11 and detectors 12 are located 
at tWo different heights With emitters on one side and 
detectors on the opposite side of the cylinder. The tWo 
emitter/detector pairs sense the settling particles, as folloWs. 
The times for the poWders to pass the top or bottom 
emitter/detector pair determine the poWder siZe or type 
being monitored, While the times for the poWder to trans 
verse through the vertical distance d betWeen the heights 
give their velocities. When the settling velocities of the tWo 
types (and siZes) of the poWders are Within a speci?ed 
percentages, a sliding shuttle 14 is moved to catch on the 
shuttle the residual or unsettled mixed poWder of nearly 
equal settling velocities. These equal-settling mixed poW 
ders in suspension are separated for immediate metalliZing 
use While the already settled poWders are drained through 
the valve 15 for subsequent reuse. 

[0062] The above method of minimiZing gravitational 
segregation is useful not only in ceramic metalliZing, but 
also in painting, depositing, injecting, food preparation, or 
plasma spraying With multiple solid or liquid materials of 
differing densities suspended in a gas or liquid. In plasma 
spraying of mixed poWders, one has to consider not only 
vertically doWnWard gravitational segregation of the settling 
poWders in a gas medium, but also the propulsive forces of 
the superheated, high-velocity plasma gas jets acting usually 
horiZontally to propel and ?oat or suspend the mixed solid 
poWders or liquid droplets to reach the target spray areas 
With uniform mixed poWder compositions. Apparently, the 
above technique for minimiZing gravitational segregation 
through minimiZed settling differences can be used to handle 
more than tWo types of poWders of differing densities. 

[0063] Useful metalliZing compositions include the com 
monly used W:Fe or Mo:Mn system containing 10 to 30 
Weight percent of Fe or Mn, or their derivatives WO3:Fe2O3, 
MoO3:MnO2, or other non-oxide systems. From the atomic 
or molecular Weights of the elements W, Mo, Fe, Mn, O, Cl, 
F, I, Br, . . . or radicals N03, S04, . . . , the Weight percentage 

of the heavy metal W or Mo and the other braZe and melting 
temperature-loWering metals such as Cu, Zn, Pb, Sn, Sb, Bi, 
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Fe, Mn, Ag, Au, In, . . . used for the paste, suspension, or 
solution metalliZing compositions can be readily deter 
mined. Generally, the same ratio of 10 to 40 Weight percent 
of braZe metal to the 90 to 60 percent of heavy metal is 
maintained in these compositions. 

[0064] Another Way to insure a substantially constant 
chemical composition consisting of tWo or more mixed 
metalliZing poWders having different densities and carried in 
a ?uid suspension medium is to cause the tWo types of 
materials to come out of the suspension medium in a 
substantially constant chemical composition thereby ensur 
ing uniformity and reproducibility of the metalliZing results. 
For example, the tWo types of materials may be integrated 
into physically integral and inseparable forms, such as by 
alloying or coating the internal or external surface of one 
type of poWders With the other to form integrated coated 
poWders. Alloyed or coated With iron, W may form integral 
or inseparable W—Fe poWders. Similarly, molybdenum 
may be alloyed or coated With manganese to form integral 
Mo—Mn poWders that Will not segregate. 

[0065] Another method to minimiZe segregation of a 
single ?uxing (e.g., MgO, Y2O3) or braZing (e.g., Cu, CuO, 
Zn, ZnO), co-metalliZing (e.g., Mn or MnO2 With M0 or Fe 
or Fe2O3 With W) material is the use of an aqueous or other 
solution of the W and/or Mo compounds. Sodium molybdate 
or tungstate, for example, is soluble in Water. So is MoO3 or 
WO3 in hot Water. Here, the solution may also be the settling 
medium itself and the suspended poWders are of a single 
type. This composition can hardly segregate. Solutions of 
compounds of Cu, Zn, Fe, Mo, . . . , With poWders of W, Mo, 
W03, or MoO3 achieve the same results. 

[0066] Yet another method to minimiZe segregation of a 
metalliZing and/or braZing composition is to sequentially 
deposit or co-deposit the various metalliZing and/or braZing 
metals on a ceramic poWder, such as diamond, carbon, 
alumina, Zirconia, or silicon carbide. The depositing may be 
by chemical or physical methods such as vacuum evapora 
tion, and sputtering, ion plating, electrolytic or electroless 
plating, and plasma spraying. The heated ceramic poWders 
may also be ?uidiZed in an atmosphere of the metal halides, 
organometallic compounds, or other suitable gaseous 
medium ?oWing in a suitable processing chamber. The 
processing chamber is heated to the metalliZing temperature 
so that the resultant ?uidiZed product is a specially pre 
coated, but non-bonded or non-aggregating poWders. These 
surface-metalliZed poWders may later be bonded at loWer 
temperatures by using, for example, an In—Sn or Pb—Sn 
loW-temperature soldering process. Such a procedure is 
particularly suitable for mounting loW-melting ceramics, 
glasses, or delicate electronic circuits. All of these compo 
nents cannot be processed at the usual high metalliZing 
temperatures. 

[0067] To completely eliminate gravitational segregations, 
complete solution metalliZing is the ideal process. Many 
molybdenum and tungsten compounds are soluble in Water, 
alcohol, acid, or bases. M003, for example, is soluble in hot 
or ammoniated Water. Oxide, chloride, nitrate, sulfate, halo 
gen, and other compounds of iron, manganese, nickel, 
antimony, lead, tin, copper, Zinc, and bismuth are much more 
soluble than M003. Mixtures of W/Mo and the other solu 
tions may be compounded into proper compositions for 
ceramic metalliZation. The use of solutions of compounds, 
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e.g., halides of nickel, lead, tin, Zinc, and copper allows 
these metal compounds to be reduced in a hydrogen or 
nitrogen/hydrogen atmosphere, generally at the atmospheric 
pressure of about 760 mm mercury, to supply the braZe 
metal. In a single processing step, then, complete metalliZ 
ing, brazing, and bonding is possible. 

[0068] One difficulty of metalliZing some ceramics such as 
MACOR, Corning Glass’s machinable glass ceramic, by the 
solution method is the relatively loW, alloWable metalliZing 
temperature of about 950° C. The solubilities of the metal 
liZing compounds are also restricting factors. Still, many 
potential metalliZing compounds are soluble or at least 
partly soluble. Zinc chloride and sodium molybdate, for 
example, are soluble up to 432 and 65 grams, respectively, 
per 100 cc of cold Water. The solution is often ?ltered to 
remove solid particles contained therein. 

[0069] Useful W/Mo-based metalliZing compounds 
include: X (X=W or Mo), X03, Na2XO4, K2XO4, LiZXO4 
and XH (H=F2, Br2, C12, and I2). Useful braZe metal 
compounds include: many YNO3, YZ (Y=Cu, Ag, Au, Zn, 
In, Fe, Ni, Mn, Ga, Sn, Pb, Cd, Tl , . . . , and Z=F, Br, Cl, 
and I). Many of these compounds are soluble in Water, 
alcohol, or other organic or inorganic solvents and can, 
therefore, be used to prepare the metalliZing solutions. 
Knowing the elemental atomic Weights, one can readily 
compute the Weight of metalliZing W or M0 or braZe metal 
in each gram of these chemical compounds. 

[0070] Another important consideration in making dis 
similar materials joints relates to thermal mismatch stresses 
and strains. In any ceramic-metal joints, or for that matter, 
any joining of portions of tWo dissimilar or similar materials, 
or even in a single-phase homogeneous material, the match 
ing or mismatch in CTE’s of their thermomechanical char 
acteristics of the joined portions in general, and thermal 
expansion coef?cients in particular, is extremely important. 
From the mismatch of their thermal expansions, thermal 
stresses result. 

[0071] Mismatches in other thermomechanical character 
istics also result in other thermomechanical mismatch 
stresses and strains. The magnitude of these mismatch 
stresses and strains determines the failure probability of the 
joint. Thermally generated mismatch stresses and strains are 
especially critical factors in dissimilar materials joints. In 
metal-ceramic joints, differences in coef?cients of thermal 
expansion (CTE’s) betWeen the metal and the ceramic 
produce thermal-mismatch stresses and strains. These mis 
match stresses and strains must be carefully controlled. 

[0072] According to Hagy and Ritland’s paper on “Vis 
cosity FloW in Glass-to-Metal Seals,” J. Amer. Ceram. Soc., 
Vol. 40, pp. 58-62, 1957, the CTE mismatch differentials of 
Within 100 ppm (parts per million) are considered as alloW 
able. HoWever, such CTE mismatches relate to only the 
static, or thermal equilibrium, case. They do not truly 
represent dynamic or transient conditions When the joint is 
being heated or cooled. Yet such transient or dynamic 
conditions alWays exist during the manufacture or service of 
the joint. 

[0073] An important problem With common joining pro 
cesses is the understanding and control, aver a period of 
cooling time, of dynamic mismatches in temperatures, 
CTE’s, and thermal strain and stress pro?les and gradients 
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in the joint region. The US. Pat. No. 4,890,783 describes 
such dynamic mismatch phenomena and proposes special, 
laterally graded composition and/or physical property pro 
?les of the joint region. 

[0074] In some detail, the ’783 patent provides computed 
mismatches in CTE’s, stresses, and strains for, for example, 
a 5.08-cm diameter, cylindrical end-to-end steel-Macor joint 
at the cylindrical axes (Where maximum dynamic mismatch 
stress occurs), for different times t=0 to 41,800 s after 
cooling from the braZing temperature of 950° C. to near 
room temperature at 20° C. The dynamic mismatches in 
thermal expansion coef?cients, and the resultant thermal 
mismatch strains and stresses strongly depend on the joint 
materials, geometries, siZes, physical and surface properties, 
and heating or cooling conditions. A maximum of tempera 
ture differential of 775° C. occurs after cooling for t=1,000 
s. The computed dynamic or transient mismatch strain 
reaches a maximum of about 0.0123 at t=1,000 s. Such a 
high strain, if not relieved or reduced, Would exceed the 
yield point of the steel, Which is joined to the even more 
rigid Macor. 

[0075] The computed effective or dynamic CTE mismatch 
is more than tWo to ?ve times greater than the corresponding 
mismatches for the static or equilibrium case, for cooling 
times of 10 s to 6,000 s. This ratio of dynamic CTE to the 
static CTE reaches a maximum of 5.3 at t=75 s. Also, the 
maximum computed dynamic CTE mismatch is about 29.6 
10_°° C._1, at a cooling time of t=90 s. Such a high dynamic 
CTE mismatch is intolerable because, according to the Hagy 
and Ritland criterion of 100 ppm, the joint becomes unsafe 
after only 3.4° C. of cooling. 

[0076] For the 5.08-cm steel-Macor rod joint cooling from 
950° C. to 20° C., the maximum dynamic stress, compres 
sive in the MACOR ceramic and tensile in the steel, exceeds 
37.1 kg/mm2, Well above Macor’s ?exural strength of 10.5 
kg/mm2 or even its comprehensive strength of 35.2 kg/mm2. 

[0077] Because of these high dynamic mismatches in 
temperatures, CTE’s, strains, and stresses, the inadequate 
mechanical strength and thermal resistance of most conven 
tional metal-ceramic joints in general, and steel-Macor 
joints in particular, are not surprising. Also, dynamic mis 
match stresses, not static ones, usually cause the braZed 
metal-ceramic joint to fracture, and most ceramic coatings to 
crack, peel, ?ake, or spall. 

[0078] Measures must therefore be taken to reduce the 
dynamic mismatch stresses on the relatively Weak ceramic 
so that the ceramic is no longer subjected to the high 
stresses. This reduction can be achieved by, e.g., absorbing 
a major portion of the dynamic mismatch stresses normally 
present in the ceramic through the use of a soft, yieldable 
metallic braZe. These measures prevent the braZed joint 
failures from these dynamic mismatch stresses. The residual 
or actual mismatch stress betWeen the tWo joined materials 
is the theoretical mismatch stress With a portion thereof 
absorbed in the metalliZed or braZed layer. 

[0079] Speci?cally, this invention also describes the fol 
loWing methods, used singly or in combination, to minimiZe 
or neutraliZe these high mismatch stresses and strains: 

[0080] 1) A soft, yieldable metal layer used to braZe 
the metalliZed ceramic to the metal for absorbing 
Within the braZe layer a large or major portion of 
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these mismatch stresses so that the relatively Weak 
MACOR or other ceramic is no longer subjected to 
high stresses thereby preventing fractures; 

[0081] 2) Radial grading, rather than the common 
axial or longitudinal grading of the bonding interfa 
cial region in thermal conductivity (or reciprocal of 
thermal resistivity), thermal expansion coef?cient, 
and tensile strength of the braZe metal, to ensure that 
the maximum residual mismatch stress, after absorp 
tion in the braZe or shock-absorbing interfacial 
region, Will not exceed the local material strength in 
the ceramic at any point and time; 

[0082] 3) A toughened and strengthened microengi 
neered interfacial region betWeen the ceramic and 
metalliZed layer to Withstand thermomechanical 
shocks; 

[0083] 4) A neW method to achieve ?aWless bonding 
regions; 

[0084] 5) Controlled cooling of the liquid braZe layer 
to achieve radially outWard solidi?cation and 
elemental segregation for the desired patterns of 
radial grading properties (FIG. 6); 

[0085] 6) Using as the braZe layer a plurality of 
strong columns of small lateral dimension L, embed 
ded in a matrix of soft metal to minimiZe expansion 
differential, Which is the product of L and the thermal 
expansion coefficient differential (FIG. 7); 

[0086] 7) Using elongated reinforced ?bers or sheets 
locally placed normally of the potential fracture path 
and variably oriented along the local tensile fractur 
ing stresses (FIG. 8); and 

[0087] 8) Combining radial grading With the conven 
tional axial grading to change the thermal expansion 
coefficient of the braZe layer from the ceramic side 
toWard the metal side, to minimiZe direct mechanical 
interaction betWeen the metal and ceramic members. 

[0088] The ?rst tWo methods are achieved by providing a 
novel composite metallic braZe layer or disc consisting of a 
central copper core inside an outer copper alloy ring or 
Washer made of, e.g., 70:30 Cartridge brass. This composite 
metallic disc joins together a ceramic body and a metal body. 
This disc is parallel to and forms part of the bonding 
interfacial region. The disc has a pure copper central core 
placed inside the opening of an outer 70:30 cartridge brass 
ring or Washer. The CTE of pure copper is 16.5><10_6° Cfl, 
While that of the cartridge brass is 19.9><10_6° C._1. Also, the 
Young’s modulus of the braZing-annealed, dead-soft pure 
copper is much loWer than that of the cartridge brass. The 
thermal conductivity of pure copper central core at 0°C. is 
4.03 W/(m.K), While that of the outer cylindrical tube With 
30% Zn in Cu is 1.14 

[0089] The combination of high thermal conductivity and 
loW CTE and Young’s modulus in the central region of the 
joint achieves the required results. In a steel-ceramic joint, 
the maximum dynamic mismatches in temperatures, CTE’s, 
and thermal strains or stresses occur at the axial centers of 
the interfacial region. A dead soft, braZing-annealed, pure 
copper therefore occupies the core region. Copper has a 
small Young’s modulus, and a yield strength less than the 
fracture strength of the ceramic. It is easily deformable to 
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absorb and relieve much of the dynamic mismatch thermal 
strains and stresses. Pure copper also has relatively loW CTE 
to reduce these mismatch effects in the ?rst place. In 
addition, the copper is a good thermal conductor, equalizing 
the temperature betWeen the metal and ceramic to further 
minimiZe mismatch strains and stresses due to temperature 
differences. 

[0090] On the other hand, the periphery of the braZe disc 
is made of relatively more expansive but thermally loWer 
conducting 70:30 brass. At the peripheral region, the mis 
match temperature differentials are relative small. The 
higher Young’s modulus of the cartridge brass is even 
desirable at the peripheral region to enhance the joint 
rigidity. 

[0091] This composite braZe disc design Will thus provide 
the radially graded pro?les of braZe composition, CTE, 
ductility, and thermal conductivity. All these graded pro?les 
are favorable to minimiZe the critical dynamic-mismatch. 

[0092] The composite braZe metal discs can also be made 
by multiple printing, metallurgical cladding, mechanical 
press-forming of a sphere or disc inside a Washer, or by 
sliced concentric metal tubes of graded compositions With a 
solid pure metal core. 

[0093] Elemental interdiffusion during the braZe manufac 
ture, braZing operation, or special pre-braZing or post 
braZing heat-treatments produce more diffused composition 
pro?les in the braZe discs and leads to more ef?cient 
lateral-grading results for a given transverse siZe of the 
bonded region. More description of the radially graded seals 
are given in my US. Pat. No. 4,890,783. 

[0094] To practice the lateral grading invention, skilled 
persons can, of course, select other yieldable metals such as 
gold, silver, tin, lead, indium, Zinc, iron, or nickel, and 
replace the copper-strengthening Zinc With other metals. The 
resultant neW alloys Will, of course, be different in compo 
sitions, strengths, diffusivities, thermal conductivities, melt 
ing or softening points, and other properties. 

[0095] Cu—Ag, Cu—Al, Cu—As, Cu—Bi, Cu—Ca, 
Cu—Cd, Cu—Fe, Cu—Li, Cu—Mg, Cu—Mn, Cu—Ni, 
Cu—P, Cu—Pd, Cu—Pt, Cu—S, Cu—Sb, Cu—Si, Cu—Sn, 
Cu—Te, Cu—Ti, and Cu—Zr are particularly useful to 
minimiZe dynamic mismatch stresses. Alloys of Ag, Al, Au, 
Bi, Cd, Co, Cr, Ge, Fe, Ir, Li, Mg, Mn, Mo, Ni, Pb, Pd, Pt, 
Rh, S, Sb, Si, Sn, Ta, Te, Ti, V, W, Zn, Zr, rather than Cu, are 
also useful. Higher-melting braZe metals may also be used 
for high-temperature structural metal-ceramic joints. 

[0096] The lateral grading technique produces liquid dif 
fusion-graded metal-ceramic microjoints in parallel, While 
the conventional axial grading technique produces graded 
metal-ceramic microjoints in series. The optimum combi 
nation of both the lateral and the axial grading can be 
analyZed by computer simulation techniques. Even electrical 
analog techniques can be used to determine the optimum 
combination of parallel and series microjoints by arranging 
electrical resistors or capacitors in various parallel/series 
combinations. 

[0097] All the above measures increase the ratio of the 
ceramic material strength to the dynamic and/or static mis 
match stresses due to differential temperatures and thermal 
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expansions. In this Way, the mismatch stresses do not exceed 
the ceramic material strength at any point and time thereby 
preventing bond failures. 

[0098] By properly controlling the cooling of a metal 
ceramic joint, the desired lateral grading effect can also be 
achieved. For example, as shoWn in FIG. 6, after the joining 
of a metal cylinder or cylindrical plate 61 to a ceramic 
cylinder or cylindrical plate 62 of about the same diameter, 
the cylindrical surfaces are insulated thermally or cooled 
sloWly relative to the free or unjoined ends. Heat is then 
extracted mainly axially at these ends 64 and 65. The center 
67 of the bonding regions thus cools fast and solidi?es ?rst. 
The solidi?cation therefore propagates radially outWard. 

[0099] According to the Ag—Cu phase diagram, in a 
Ag—Cu alloy braZe disc, the ?rst-freeZing center portion 
has relatively pure Ag or Cu metal, if the original alloy 
composition contains less or more, respectively, than 28 
Weight percent of Cu. The subsequently solidifying and 
expanding cylinders in the resultant braZe disc Will be less 
and less pure in Ag or Cu, respectively. The last solidifying, 
outer cylindrical surface layer Will be the Ag-Cu eutectic 
containing 28% (by Weight) of Cu and 72% of Ag. Thus, the 
physical properties in the solidi?ed braZe disc are laterally 
graded by this solidi?cation process. The central relatively 
pure metal portion of the bonding region Will be softer and 
more thermally conductive than the peripheral eutectic 
region. By selecting a suitable alloying element or initial 
braZe composition, the center can even also have a smaller 
thermal expansion coef?cient than the peripheral eutectic, 
achieving maximum reduction in dynamic mismatch 
stresses. This controlled cooling method is particularly 
effective With large, ?at joints When the ratio of diameter or 
lateral siZe is large relative to the length or thickness, thereby 
facilitating ?rst cooling in the central portion. 
[0100] FIG. 7 shoWs a joint betWeen a metal 71 and a 
ceramic 72. Here, the braZe layer 73 consists of a plurality 
of load-carrying, strong columns 74 (e.g., 70:30 Cartridge 
brass) embedded in a relatively soft matrix 75 of pure 
copper. Since the individual strong, load-carrying columns 
74 have minimal lateral dimensions (a feW millimeters or 
less), the thermal mismatch expansion strains and stresses 
are small. 

[0101] FIG. 8 shoWs the usual failure patterns in a metal 
(81)-ceramic (82) joint, or coating of ceramic on metal, due 
to mismatches that result in debonding, cracking, blistering, 
peeling, and spalling. As shoWn, the mismatch stresses are 
tensile in the metal 81 but compressive in the ceramic 82. 
The compressive stress induces in the ceramic a shear force 
Which is maximum at the 45° plane 84 (see the right side of 
the ?gure). Therefore, the crack originates at the peripheral 
surface betWeen the metal (including braZe 83) and ceramic 
82, but levels to the horiZontal. The crack is inclined at 45° 
to the horiZontal. To prevent these failures, elongated rein 
forcing members 86, such as strengthening carbon ?bers or 
Weaved sheets 86, are placed in the A1203 ceramic 82 in 
varying directions locally normally of the potential crack 
path, to best overcome the tensile mismatch stresses along 
the fracture path 85. In the left side of FIG. 8, the directions 
of the elongated reinforcing ?bers thus change from 45° at 
the metal-ceramic interface to nearly vertical deep inside the 
ceramic 82. 

[0102] Another neW functional grading method to over 
come dynamic stresses is to grade the composition, and 
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therefore the thermal expansion coef?cient and other physi 
cal properties of the ceramic such that the local composition 
gradient is roughly proportional to the local temperature 
gradient. There are four cases to be considered for this 
functional grading: 

[0103] 1. Maximum critical dynamic stresses occur 
When the ambient-exposed surface is rapidly heated 
With a constant ambient temperature heating, such as 
by inserting a ceramic-metal bond into a constant 
temperature environment; 

[0104] 2. Maximum critical dynamic stresses occur 
When the outer surface is rapidly heated With a ?xed 
quantity of heat, such as by high-intensity, constant 
poWer pulsed laser or electron beam heating; 

[0105] 3. Maximum critical dynamic stresses occur 
When the outer surface is rapidly cooled With a 
constant ambient temperature bath, such as When the 
ceramic-bond joint is rapidly quenched in, e.g., air or 
Water of constant temperature; and 

[0106] 4. Maximum critical dynamic stresses occur 
When the surface is rapidly cooled by taking aWay a 
?xed quantity of heat, such as applying a ?xed 
quantity of Water for rapid evaporation and heat 
removal. 

[0107] In the thermal or equivalent material diffusion art, 
cases 1 and 3 are “in?nite source” diffusions and have error 

function complement (erfc) solutions, While cases 2 and 4 
are “constant-source” diffusions and have exponential func 
tion for their solutions. To overcome dynamic mismatch 
stresses due to transient thermal heating, the material com 
positions is functionally graded as to the major alloying 
element or elements, decreasing the thermal expansion coef 
?cient or increasing the strength in proportion to their 
content such that the surface composition is also either 
error-function complementally graded or exponentially 
graded in the proper direction, respectively for cases 1 and 
3, or 2 and 4. For cases 1 and 2 Where heat is applied, the 
major element or elements controlling the thermal expansion 
coef?cient are added to in-diffuse, For cases 3 and 4 requir 
ing outdiffusion, a gettering material is used to get or remove 
the major elements from the surface so that the major 
controlling elements are subtracted or out-diffused With a 
getter material. For in?nite material sources, constant-con 
centration ambient such as unlimited supply of gaseous, 
liquid, or solid diffusing material is used. For constant 
material sources, a limited or ?xed quantity of diffusing 
material is employed. 

[0108] After the surface diffusion or outdiffusion, With a 
constant or in?nite source, the resultant surface composition 
pro?le or critical physical property pro?le Will be similarly 
shaped (i.e., exponentially or erfc graded) like the antici 
pated maximum critical transient temperature pro?le. The 
directions of the thermal and composition pro?les must be 
the same so that maximum temperature or composition 
(gradient) must occur at the same ceramic surface. This 
condition insures that the ceramic-metal joint can best 
Withstand the transient thermal stresses due to the particular 
type of actual service transient heating or cooling. 

[0109] The functional grading methods of overcoming 
dynamic mismatch stresses are not only useful for dissimilar 
material joints, but for even a single-phase material sub 
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jected to critical thermal surface pro?les, such as When a 
carbon-carbon composite is rapidly heated by high-intensity 
laser pulses, or is rapidly surface quenched When hot. 

[0110] If all these methods are still insuf?cient to prevent 
dynamic thermal mismatch failures, the conventional axial 
elemental grading or sudden composition changes may be 
added. One method consists of providing a disc of loW 
expansive metals such as Sylvania #4, Dumet, 50% nickel 
alloy, chrome-iron, stainless, platinum, Sealmet, and tita 
nium placed betWeen he steel and the copper braZe. In this 
Way, the ceramic such as MACOR is mechanically isolated 
from the highly expansive steel. The desired functional 
graded, elemental pro?ling can also be achieved through 
controlled diffusion and braZe composition. 

[0111] The computation of the dynamic mismatch stresses 
also provides a neW, non-destructive testing (NDT) proce 
dure. Stresses are stresses no matter hoW they originate. 
Stresses due to externally applied loads, internal residual 
stresses, phase transition-induced stresses, thermal mis 
match stresses, and their combinations all cause the Weaker 
ceramic to fail, precisely When the combined stresses exceed 
certain fracture strength of the ceramic. This failure alWays 
occurs at the moment of maximum dynamic mismatch 
stresses betWeen the metal and ceramic, regardless of the 
proportions of the different types of stresses. 

[0112] Qualitatively, the higher the alloWable air or Water 
quench temperature or severity, the higher the actual 
dynamic-mismatch stress and joint strength. There is even a 
calculable maximum “mechanically equivalent stress” pro 
duced by each quench treatment. A neW, practically non 
destructive test (NDT) for braZed ceramic-metal joints is 
noW available, as shoWn beloW. 

[0113] Under standardiZed cooling or quenching condi 
tions, such as rapid (e.g., Within 0.5 second) 20° C. air 
cooling or ice Water quenching, there is a one-to-one cor 
respondence betWeen the joint strength (at, e.g., 20° C.) and 
the alloWable initial cooling or quenching temperature. This 
temperature can be a direct measure of the joint strength for 
a speci?c joint con?guration (e.g., cylindrical, end-to-end) 
and siZe (e.g., 5.08 cm in diameter). Preselected quenching 
and mechanical testing results Will provide a useful date 
table correlating the quenching temperature and/or severity 
With the actual joint ?exure strength for use in the NDT 
testing. This neW test only destroys joints that fail mechani 
cally, and yet is safe for all the other joints. Hence, it is 
non-destructive. 

[0114] Standard tensile or ?exure tests are often dif?cult 
for metal-ceramic joints because of the critical jigging, 
loading, and sample alignment requirements. Actual metal 
ceramic joints often also have complex geometries, and 
special material, siZe, composition, and property pro?le 
combinations. All these conditions make the standard 
mechanical test results difficult to reproduce and extrapolate 
to actual service conditions, or to determine if valid speci 
?cations have been met. 

[0115] Yet, a controlled cooling or quenching test is 
simple and fast. It can be applied to a joint of any practical 
shape and siZe. There are no errors due to sample jigging, 
loading, and aligning. Nor are there any unknoWn joint 
damages due to handling prior to or during the actual testing. 
The results are often more relevant and immediately useful 
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Without extrapolations as to siZes, shapes, joint con?gura 
tions, and thermal shock environments. In addition, the test 
is non-destructive if the specimen meets the speci?cation. It 
is particularly useful and cost-effective for the folloWing 
cases: 

[0116] 1. Joints of complex geometries and shapes. 

[0117] 2. Too large or small samples for existing 
testing machines. 

[0118] 3. Joints of combinations of materials With 
Widely different hardnesses or other mechanical 
properties. 

[0119] 4. Joints that fail under dynamic cooling or 
heating conditions, Which are dif?cult to duplicate on 
standard testing machines. 

[0120] 5. Joints of delicate parts Which are hard to jig, 
align, or load. For example, it Would be not only very 
costly but dif?cult to develop the necessary equip 
ment and procedure for determining the bond 
strength of an irregular diamond crystal bonded onto 
a copper substrate for electronic heat sink applica 
tions. 

[0121] 6. Peeling, spalling, microcracking, and 
adherence to substrates of thin ?lms. 

[0122] In addition to achieve metalliZing uniformity and 
minimal mismatch stresses, it is also important to microeng 
nieer, or to design on a microscopic level, the chemical 
compositions, microstructures, and mechanical properties of 
the bonding interfacial regions betWeen the ceramic and 
metalliZed layer. Merely perfecting the interfaces surfaces 
alone, as is commonly done, is not enough to produce strong 
and reliable joints for Withstanding the unavoidable, severe 
mismatches stresses and strains as shoWn above. 

[0123] For extremely shock-resistant joints or metalliZed 
layers, it is absolutely necessary to have a carefully 
microengineered interfacial layer betWeen the ceramic and 
the metalliZed layer. This layer is designed to absorb the 
major portion of the alWays present mismatch stresses and 
strains. Many of the improved ceramic metalliZing processes 
typically last 20 minutes and involve liquid-forming layers 
containing, directly or indirectly, W/Mo-based compounds 
such as M003, Which melts at 801° C. or W03, Which melts 
at about 1,550° C. These melting points can be further 
reduced by alloying With compounds of the braZe metals 
such as CuO, SnO, AgZO, Sb2O3, Bi2O3, ZnO or PbO. The 
reduced metal becomes molten, to freeZe as the dead-soft 
annealed braZe metal. 

[0124] Liquid diffusion is rapid With a fairly constant 
diffusion coef?cient D1=10_4 to 10'5 cm2/sec. Processing for 
t=20 minutes gives a diffusion length of up to the square root 
of D1><t=0.35 to 0.11 cm. The liquid diffusion during the 
ceramic metalliZation also forms Wide diffused interfacial 
layer With graded and thermochemically stable composition, 
microstructures, and mechanical properties in a direction 
normally of the bonding plane. Such graded features are 
highly shock-absorbing. 
[0125] In contrast, most conventional bonding or coating 
processes involve only solid-state diffusion. Solid diffusion 
is sloW With diffusion coefficient DS=10_1° to 10-20 cm2/sec. 
Even for the same processing or diffusion time t, Which these 
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processes do not have, the diffusion length is only 3.2 
microns to 3.2 A, or several orders of magnitude shorter than 
that in my liquid diffusion case. The mismatch stress gra 
dient is thus proportionately steeper. 

[0126] Liquid diffusion for 20 minutes produces a stabi 
liZing effect and pre-aging or burning-in results, Which are 
particularly important in the electrical art. Such effect and 
results Would require about 19 years for solid diffusion 
results even at moderately high service temperatures such as 
500° C. Liquid diffusion even for only 1, 3, or 5 minutes still 
provides a liquid diffusion length of 0.24, 0.42 or 0.55 mm, 
respectively. These diffusion lengths are suf?cient for most 
cases. 

[0127] Plasma spraying does involve liquid droplets in 
rapid transit. These extremely high-temperature droplets 
impact the substrate at very high velocities resulting in splat 
cooling With millisecond liquid dWell times. The resultant 
diffusion length is thus also over three orders of magnitude 
shorter than With the improved metalliZing or metalliZing 
braZing method. Splat cooling gives very ?ne grains With 
high elastic moduli Which actually increase the mismatch 
stresses. The extreme mismatch stress gradient (stress 
divided by diffusion length) makes the ceramic-metal bonds 
fragile. Also, the ?ne superheated liquid particles form 
refractory oxides, nitrides, or other surface layers during 
transit preventing perfect bonding betWeen the particles 
themselves. Laser, electron, and some other energetic beam 
enhanced coating processes also give splat cooling and 
solid-diffusion conditions. 

[0128] Without any external pressure on the ceramic to 
force the joining members together, the W/Mo metalliZing 
and bonding processes described above perfectly join vari 
ous ceramics to metals, often With pure copper braZes. A 
typical metalliZing process comprises using a mixture of 
metalliZing composition such as WO3—Fe2O3 or MnO2— 
MnO2 in suspension or paste form and applied onto the 
ceramic, heating for 5 to 25 (preferably about 10) minutes 
the coated ceramic to about 800-1,450° C. (preferably 
900-1,200° C. in most cases), With no pressure on the 
ceramic. The high metalliZing temperature ensures thermo 
chemical stability, reliability, and long life of the ceramic 
metal bonds. The ratio of heavy metal W or Mo to Fe or Mn 
after reduction from the compounds is generally betWeen 9: 1 
to 6:4. This metalliZing may be folloWed by, or simulta 
neously done With, braZing. In the later case, a single-step 
metalliZing/bonding results. 
[0129] A neutral or reducing atmosphere, such as hydro 
gen or forming gases With 10 to 40 volume percent of 
hydrogen and 90 to 60 volume percent of nitrogen, is the 
desirable metalliZing atmosphere. The metalliZing environ 
ment may comprise, contains mainly of, or even consist 
essentially of, a hydrogen-containing gas, carbon-containing 
gas (particularly for diamond or related carbon), or a mixture 
thereof, usually at the atmospheric pressure of about 760 
mm mercury. The hydrocarbon gas may be methane or 
propane. 

[0130] Different compositions other than the usual mixed 
W—Fe or Mo—Mn mixed poWders may also be used. For 
example, metal poWders in the form of oxides, carbonates, 
nitrates, chlorides, ?uorides, iodides, bromides, or other 
compounds of W, Mo, Cu, Ag,Au, Ni, Bi, Sn, Pb, Sb, In, . . . 
may be employed, generally in amounts from 10-90 by 
Weight percent of the equivalent refractory W or Mo metal. 
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[0131] W or M0 is even not alWays necessary if active 
metals such as Ti and Zr are used to bond the ceramics. But 
the many other inventions of this application still apply, such 
as the methods for reducing dynamic mismatch stresses, 
sealing ceramic surface defects, functional grading, tough 
ening and strengthening ceramic surface regions through 
microcomposite forming (With hard reinforcing particulates, 
roots, branches, networks), lateral grading, large-area join 
ing, eutectic joining, single-metal metalliZing/bonding, and 
the like. 

[0132] W or Mo may not be necessary for other reasons. 
For example, in joining carbon (graphite, diamond) to iron 
alloys (steels, stainless steels, alloy steels), a single-step 
eutectic metalliZing/braZing method may be desirable. This 
involves contacting carbon directly With steel, and heating 
the assembly to a temperature of from 1080-1350° C. Pure 
iron and carbon form a eutectic at 1154° C. at 4.3% by 
Weight. of carbon. But common steels contains other ele 
ments such as Mn, Si, S, P, Al, Cr, Ni, . . .All these elements 
loWer the eutectic temperature and shift the eutectic carbon 
composition. Many of these elements themselves are carbide 
or eutectic formers With carbon. Hence, useful bonding With 
common carbon steels occur even at about 1050° C. Gen 
erally, the higher the bonding temperature, the better the 
bond strength and thermal shock resistance. 

[0133] Iron and carbon forms a eutectic composed of iron 
and iron carbide Fe3C. This eutectic microscopically sub 
stantially perfectly Wets (Wetting angle less than 50 or even 
0°) and bonds carbon-based ceramics. Similarly, C and Ti 
form tWo carbides TiC and TiZC. Other metals such as those 
listed beloW also form carbides. The intermetallic com 
pounds formed in ternary systems such as C—Ti—Pt, 
C—Ti—Au, Ti—Pt—Atr, Ti—Pt—Cu, . . . are even more 

complex. 
[0134] Graphite, carbon, or diamond surface may be ?rst 
coated With a layer of the W/Mo-based material prior to the 
single-step metalliZing/bonding process. The bonded car 
bon-steel joint may be Water or ice Water quenched While hot 
in the austeniZing temperature range of, e.g., 900° C. Here, 
advantage is taken of the high thermal shock resistance of 
the neW ceramic-metal joints to achieve full hardening and 
high strength and hardness of steel. 

[0135] Using the same C—Fe eutectic braZing principle, 
other carbon-metal bonding methods are possible, according 
to T. B. Massalski’s Binary Alloy Phase Diagrams, ASM, 
1986, carbon also forms eutectics With: Au:3/ 1050 (namely, 
Au With 3 Weight percent of carbon forms eutectic at 1050° 
C.), B:1.5/2075, Co:2.68/1321, Cr:3.2/1400, Hf:0.2/2250, 
Ir:1.6/2296, La:2.2/806, Li:2/165, Mn:1.3/1215, Mot3/2205, 
Nb:7.5/2339, Ni:0.6/1326, Os:1.32/2732, Pd:2.8/1504, 
Pt:1.2/1705, Re:1.3/2486, Rh:2.1/1694, Ru:1.8/1924, Si:0.5/ 
1404, Ta:212825, Th:0.5/1720, Ti:0.5/1648, U:0.1/1119, 
V:4/1650, W:1.9/2715, and Zr:0.4/1823. Ternary eutectics 
With multiple eutectic or carbide-forming elements selected 
from the above list are also possible. 

[0136] The metalliZing temperatures and times depend on 
factors including, e.g., unWanted chemical reactions. In 
graphite-aluminum composites, the metalliZing temperature 
should not exceed about 750° C. to prevent carbide forma 
tions. AcarburiZing atmosphere, such as one containing CH4 
or propane, may be useful to prevent too much loss of carbon 
in the joining of carbon, diamond, or carbon-carbon com 
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posite. Diamond metalliZing time may be only one minute to 
minimize graphitiZation at high temperatures. 

[0137] Useful relatively loW-melting soft and yieldable 
braZe metals for this invention include pure copper (With 
melting point 1083° C.), silver (961.9° C.), gold (1064.4° 
C.), tin (232.0° C.), Zinc (419.6° C.), lead (327.5° C.), 
antimony (630.5° C.), cadmium (320.9° C.), aluminum 
(660.4° C.), magnesium (6488° C.), gallium (298° C.), 
indium (156.4° C.), thallium (303.5° C.), bismuth (271.3° 
C.), . . . , and their alloys. Higher-melting metals such as 

beryllium, chromium, cobalt, hafnium, iridium; iron, man 
ganese, nickel, niobium, osmium; palladium, platinum, pro 
tactinium, rhenium, rhodium; ruthenium, samarium, scan 
dium, silicon, tantalum; thorium, titanium, uranium, 
vanadium, yttrium, Zirconium, and their alloys, alloW the 
practical operating temperatures of the joints to be raised to 
Within 50-150° C. of the respective melting points of 1278, 
1857, 1495, 2227, 2410; 1535, 1244, 1455, 2468, 2700; 
1554, 1772, 3000, 3180, 1966; 2310, 1300, 1541, 1430, 
2996; 1800, 1660, 1130, 1890, 1522, and 1852 degrees 
Centigrade, respectively. 

[0138] When molybdenum is used as the metalliZing layer 
together With a braZe metal such as osmium, rhenium, 
platinum, protactinium, rhenium, and tantalum braZe layer, 
the loWer-melting molybdenum, i.e., at 2810° C., rather than 
that of the braZe layer, generally limits the useful tempera 
ture of the joint. In this neW method, the Mo forms oXide 
Which metalliZes the ceramic While also provides itself as 
the substrate or alloys With the substrate or braZe to form a 
ceramic-Mo or ceramic-Mo/braZe-substrate bonded ceramic 
structure, respectively. Similarly, When tungsten (melting 
point 3410° C.) is used as both the metalliZed and braZed 
layer for more refractory ceramic materials such as carbon 
based materials (melting point 3650° C.) to form a 
ceramic-W or ceramic-W/braZesubstrate bonded ceramic 
structure, the loWer-melting tungsten dominates as to the 
practical use temperature of the joint or coating. Avariety of 
neW, W/Mo metalliZed plates, ?bers or particulates of, e.g., 
SiC, Si3N4,Al2O3, ZrO2, mullite, cordierite, diamond, glass, 
quartZ, and other ceramics can thus be produced that can be 
used as reinforcement in composites for temperatures over 
1,500, 2,000, 2,500, 3,000° C., or higher. 

[0139] Chemical reactions betWeen the matriX and rein 
forcement often are serious problems in composites. In 
graphite-aluminum composites, for eXample, the graphite 
reinforcement reacts With matriX aluminum to form brittle 
aluminum carbide, particularly at service temperatures over 
about 800° C. The graphite-aluminum interfacial :reactions 
is intolerable. High-melting metals, such as W or Mo, 
applied by use of the method of the above paragraph, can 
provide the metalliZed/braZed layers. These layers also serve 
as diffusion barriers on the graphite to sloW doWn the 
elemental diffusion rates and, therefore, graphite-matrix 
interfacial reactions. 

[0140] Elemental diffusion rates are functions of the ratio 
of the operating temperature to the absolute melting tem 
perature. At the same operating temperature of, e.g., 550° C., 
this ratio for aluminum directly contacting graphite is (550+ 
273.1)/(660.4+273.1)=0882. With nickel braZe on the 
graphite ?bers according to the invention, the interfacial 
reaction is noW betWeen nickel and graphite, and the same 
ratio is reduced to 823.1/(1455+273.1)=0.476. When the 
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graphite ?bers are metalliZed With M0 or W, the same ratios 
are further reduced to 0.267 or 0.223, respectively. With a 
Wide variety of available metalliZing alloys (e.g., W—Fe, 
Mo—Mn, . . . ) and coated layers on ceramic reinforcing 
?bers and particulates, these ratios can be selectively chosen 
to be less than, e.g., 0.6, 0.5, 0.4, 0.3, 0.22, or even less. The 
matrix-reinforcement interfacial chemical reactions are 
thereby reduced, While the Weakening of composite strength 
is minimiZed and embrittlement of reinforcement or destruc 
tion of composite avoided. 

[0141] Thus, interfacial chemical reactivity betWeen the 
ceramic reinforcement and the metal matriX can be sup 
pressed or totally eliminated by coating the metalliZed/ 
braZed layer With chromium, nickel, aluminum, platinum, or 
other precious metals. Chromium, aluminum, and their 
alloys form adherent, dense oXides that resist further oxygen 
penetration to, e.g., the underneath graphite ?bers. These 
specially metalliZed/coated graphite or carbon ?bers are 
thermochemically stable in oXygen or other oXidiZing atmo 
spheres. 
[0142] Ceramics already bonded With the neW W/Mo 
based metalliZing methods include: diamond, alumina, Zir 
conia, silicon carbide, beryllia, yttria, graphite, quartZ, sili 
con, mullite, cordierite, Corning’s MACOR and Vision 
glass, pieZoelectric ceramics, graphite-aluminum compos 
ites, carbon-carbon composites, and 123 high-temperature 
superconductors. Useful structural metals for the joints 
include copper, nickel, stainless steel, high-nickel or cobalt 
iron alloys, or even highly “mismatched” ordinary cold 
rolled SAE 1010 carbon steel. Even With the high “mis 
match” betWeen ceramic (e.g., A1203 or ZrO2) and carbon 
steel, structural joints braZed With pure copper can be 
repeatedly thermal cycled Without fractures betWeen 980° C. 
(i.e., about 100° C. beloW the melting point of copper brale) 
and ice Water folloWed by mechanical shocks including 8 to 
10-foot drop tests onto carpeted, Wood, or even marble 
?oors. 

[0143] Similarly, Poco graphite AXF-5Q to SAE 1010 
carbon steel rods, 1A1“ in diameters and joined end-to-end, are 
almost mechanically indestructible even When heavily 
pounded With a 12-oZ hammer. These joints also are resistant 
to rapid quench from 800° C. to 0° C. in ice Water and severe 
mechanical shocks. Carbon-carbon composite With carbon 
steel joints yield comparable results. Joints of diamond to 
carbon steel can also Withstand 850° C. quenching shocks. 

[0144] These results shoW that: 

[0145] 1) With the improved W/Mo processes, loW 
cost “mismatched” (i.e., having coefficients of ther 
mal eXpansion differing by over 40-100%) ceramic/ 
metal, carbon-metal, ceramic-ceramic, or ceramic 
graphite joints can be made; 

[0146] 2) These joints can be mechanically strong 
and thermally shock resistant. The bonding region 
can even be stronger than the ceramic; 

[0147] 3) Hence, the bonding processes, being 
ceramic material-limited, need no further improve 
ment for these particular material combinations and 
thermal shock requirements; 

[0148] 4) These joints are, after bonding and thermo 
mechanical shocks, free of pores, cracks, inclusions, 
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inhomogeneities, and other defects at Which frac 
tures originate. Each of the shocks Would multiply 
the number of defects exponentially and have failed 
the joints. These joints, including particularly the 
metalliZed layers, thus compare favorably With, e.g., 
certain ceramic-metal joints or ceramic materials 
developed at great cost, as reported in the literature; 

[0149] 5) These improved joints can have function 
ally graded compositions and physical properties to 
best Withstand dynamic mismatch stresses; and 

[0150] 6) The improved or modi?ed metalliZing/ 
braZing processes have achieved better bonding 
results than other methods including CVD, PVD, 
active metal process, hot or cold pressing, sintering, 
solid-state bonding, diffusion bonding, and in?ltra 
tion. 

[0151] If needed, surface plating or coating on the 
improved metal joints With various ceramics (including 
diamond, SiC, A1203, ZrO2) may make the joints resistant to 
corrosion, erosion, oxidation, or surface reactions. Special 
metal-plated or coated ceramics can be made biocompatible 
for uses as implanted bones, teeth, or organs. 

[0152] With diluted metalliZing solutions, the neW joints 
may use only thin layers of tungsten/molybdenum; and 
contain no other strategic and precious metals such as nickel, 
cobalt, chromium, gold, silver, platinum, osmium, and the 
like. The metalliZed layer provides a solid foundation or 
prime coat Which adherently bonds to the ceramic. Upon this 
metalliZed layer, tenacious, protective metal or other 
ceramic layers can be braZed or formed Which resist spal 
ling, peeling, and thermomechanical shocks. The control of 
metal-metal interfacial bond strength has been Well-knoWn 
for hundreds of years. Improved corrosion, Wear, or fric 
tional properties on these coatings are also possible by 
suitable selection of the coating materials. 

[0153] A solid lubricant system may, e.g., be made com 
prising graphite, talc, or MoS2, titanium nitride, or silicon 
nitride poWders chemically bonded in copper, bronZe, 
nickel, steel, or cast iron. Also, carbon—carbon composites 
With improved strength and resistance to oxidation, thermo 
mechanical cycling, and moisture penetration. Advanced 
chemically bonded intermetallic compounds of titanium or 
hafnium carbide, and titanium or nickel aluminides, are also 
made available. The same W/Mo-based metalliZing compo 
sitions are even useful as almost universal high-temperature 
adhesives or sealants for many ceramics. 

[0154] As shoWn above, ceramic coatings on metal or 
ceramic-metal bonds can be made even only With the 
metalliZing molybdenum and/or tungsten, alone, Without 
any braZe metal layer. The useful operating temperature of 
the resultant products is then limited only by the high 
melting point 48 of the refractory metalliZed layer for uses 
at temperatures over 2,000° C. or 3,000° C. 

[0155] The microscopically ?aWless and defect-free qual 
ity of these ceramic-metal joints or metalliZed layers on 
ceramics, metals, or graphite, or metal-ceramic joints are 
particularly important for tough, fatigue-resistant, protec 
tive, easily Wettable, and thermochemically En table coat 
ings on ceramics, metals, graphite, or metal-ceramic joints. 
A metalliZed or coated graphite ?ber, for example, cannot 
tolerate a single pinhole or microcrack that alloWs oxygen or 
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moisture to penetrate and to destroy the ?ber. Ceramic 
coatings on metals also cannot have defects When exposed 
to chemically reactive, high-intensity ion, plasma, or laser 
beams, high temperature, nuclear or plasma radiation, or 
other extreme environments. High-melting precious metals 
such as Pt, Os, and Pd, or oxidation-resistant metals such as 
Cr, Al, and Ni are therefore bene?cially applied onto the 
metalliZed layer, or be formed simultaneously With a met 
alliZing-braZing composition in a single-step metalliZing 
coating process. Once the ceramic is properly metalliZed, 
less protective metals such as gold, copper, magnesium, 
titanium, or Zirconium may be applied onto, formed simul 
taneously With, the metalliZing layer, folloWed by coating by 
electrolytic, electroless, or spraying methods, of the more 
protective, above-mentioned oxidation resistant metals for 
oxidation protection. 

[0156] In addition, the neW metalliZed or metalliZed/ 
braZed layers have good Wetting characteristics, With Wet 
ting angles of less than 5° or even at 0°. Further, the 
metalliZing or metalliZed/braZed layer penetrates and seals 
all surface pinholes, microcracks, or other defects in the 
ceramic at the interfacial bonding region. These defects are 
thus converted from crack-initiating points, surfaces, or 
regions into strengtheners. A thick (over 20 to 100 microns 
thick) metal layer of controlled residual stress can compress 
the ceramic thereby further toughening the brittle ceramic. 
Graphite or carbon ?bers or particles may thus not only be 
oxidation resistant but surface toughened and made non 
brittle. 

[0157] The invention also leads to a neW generation of 
“high-?delity” machining tools made of diamond, alumina, 
Zirconia, boron carbide, BN, SiC, Si3N4, Zirconium carbide, 
TiB2 (melting point 2900° C., and TiC (melting point 3146° 
C.), Zirconium carbide, or other hard ceramics. With the neW 
method, these ceramics are microscopically defect-freely 
and tenaciously joined to rigid metals including inexpensive 
carbon, stainless, tool, or other alloy steels, or even tungsten 
or other carbides. In present clamped-on or screWed-on 
ceramic tool bits, the fragile ceramic is already severely 
prestressed even When the tool is not in use. Maximum 
useful stresses cannot, therefore, be applied during actual 
usage. Further, With each thermal ?uctuation or mechanical 
vibration, the tool becomes looser and looser due to metal 
yielding and fatigue. 

[0158] In contrast, the neW tools of the present invention 
are, except for the favorable compressive residual mismatch 
stresses mentioned above, not prestressed locally and Will 
not Work loose under any conditions. Also, in contrast to 
other bonded ceramic tools, the bonding regions in these 
neW tools are defect-free and actually strengthen the dia 
mond or ceramic, because of sealing of surface defects on 
the ceramic and because of the residual compressive surface 
stresses from the more shrinking metalliZed metal layer 
relative to the ceramic, as shoWn above. These residual 
stresses are functionally graded, With its highest value 
precisely at the ceramic surface Wherein maximum protec 
tion is required. The metalliZe/braZe perfectly Wets and 
bonds the ceramic even on the microscopic scale, fully 
microsupports the ceramic or diamond tool tip, and prevents 
the ceramic from moving, deforming, vibrating, or fractur 
ing. Hence, even under extreme vibrations, heavy loads, or 
thermomechanical shocks, the machining orces, positions, 
and motion are transmitted directly and With high ?delity to 
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the very tool tips. Greater machining accuracy, less tool 
chatter, Wear and breakage, and longer tool life and reliabil 
ity are possible. 

[0159] Natural or synthetic diamond is rigid, noncontami 
nating, and chemically stable, readily cut to precise siZes, 
and easily cleaved and polished to microinch ?nishes. 
Excelling also in electrically insulating and thermally con 
ductivities, it thus is a potential heat-sinking substrate for 
high-poWer laser, microWave, and fast-sWitching VLSI cir 
cuits. This leads to the densest packing, best high poWer, 
high frequency, high temperature, and radiation-hard 
devices. When developed, diamond circuits could operate at 
up to 600° C. or 475° C. higher than Si or GaAs, respec 
tively. 
[0160] The common method of metalliZation in semicon 
ductor contacting, or for bonding diamond to copper for 
diamond heat sink application, consists of ?rst sputtering a 
layer of 600 Angstroms (A) of active metal titanium, fol 
loWed by 1,200 Aof platinum and one micron of gold. The 
titanium bonds to the diamond, While the gold bonds to the 
metal. The platinum is a diffusion barrier to prevent inter 
action betWeen titanium and gold. The preparation of a 
diamond heat sink for electronic circuits requires expensive 
equipment and six critical Ti—Pt—Au-bonding processing 
steps for bonding the top and bottom surfaces of the dia 
mond. The entire bonding process is costly, complicated, 
and degrading to the product. Yet the product often fails 
because of peeling, blistering, intermetallic formation, and 
unWanted reaction betWeen different phases. 

[0161] As shoWn above, sputtered deposits usually contain 
pores, voids, surface contaminated grains, Weakly bonded 
regions, and microcracks particularly on large-area deposits. 
The bonding betWeen the substrate and deposit is therefore 
far from being metallurgically perfect. In addition, the 
abruptly graded and multiple serially bonded (C—Au—Pt— 
Ti) layers suffer seriously in tWo respects because: 

[0162] 1) The mechanically, chemically, and ther 
mally (particularly for diamond heat sinks) Weakest 
layer, no matter hoW thin, controls the entire bond— 
LaW of the Chain, namely, the strength of a chain is 
determined by its Weakest link; and 

[0163] 2) During any processing or service, the 
slightly possible existence of severe mismatch 
stresses betWeen different layers, due to a pore, void, 
or microcrack, or a single Weak, brittle, or unstable 
phase in the entire relevant phase diagrams at any 
temperature or time, no matter hoW transient, can 
totally destroy the entire joint—Murphy’s LaW, 
namely, any slightest possibility of failure of a sys 
tem is often the very cause of the system failure. 

[0164] According to Amer. Soc. of Metals’ Binary Alloy 
Phase Diagram, T. B. Massalski, Editor, 1990, p.1182, Au 
and Ti form four intermetallic compounds: Ti3Au, TiAu, 
TiAu2, and TiAu4. Similarly, C and Ti form TiC and Ti2C.; 
While Pt and Ti form Ti3Pt, TiPt, Ti3Pt5, TiPt3, and TiPt8. 
These intermetallics have high thermal and electrical resis 
tivities, are Weak and brittle, change volume during their 
formations, and often differ in thermal expansion coef? 
cients compared to diamond or C, G particularly at high 
temperatures. The formation of these intermetallic com 
pounds provide many opportunities for the above laWs of the 
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Chain and Murphy to operate adversely, drastically reducing 
the joint reliability. The intermetallic compounds formed in 
ternary systems such as C—Ti—Pt, C—Ti—Au, Ti—Pt— 
Au, Ti—Pt—Cu, . . . are even more complex, and mostly 

unknoWn. 

[0165] Hence, the active metalliZation methods (With Ti, 
Zr, Nb) in general, and Ti—C method in particular, usually 
give unreliable products With Weak strength and poor ther 
mochemical stabilities. The many complex and costly 
Ti—Pt—Au-bonding processing steps present formidable 
technical challenges that have so far failed all materials 
scientists WorldWide. Thermochemical instability may ren 
der the Ti—Pt—Au—Cu system unreliable. The National 
Materials Advisory Board concluded in 1990 that metalli 
Zation “Will be the predominant failure mechanism” in 
future diamond (and SiC) electronics. See attached copy of 
the relevant portion of the DTIC Report Ad-A222,986, p. 81. 
According to Laser Focus World, Vol. 29, p. 50, 1993, the 
Japanese engineers in the Ministry of International Trade 
and Industry (MITI) and the Japan Fine Ceramic Association 
have also stressed the need for more research in diamond 
bonding and ?lm making for neW diamond-based products. 
Since diamond ?lm making involves bonding the diamond 
both to diamond itself and to the substrate, the dif?culty of 
an improved bonding method for diamond is thus evident. 

[0166] In contrast, the phase diagrams of diamond or 
carbon With Fe, Mo, W, and Si are relatively simple. 
Stronger carbon-metal joints With high temperature resis 
tance and thermochemical stabilities are therefore possible. 
The laterally graded seals of the invention, i.e., graded 
metal-ceramic microjoints in parallel, do not have these tWo 
problems associated With the Chain and Murphy LaWs. See 
US. Pat. No. 4,890,783. 

[0167] A modi?ed W/Mo-based metalliZing process can 
be used to perfectly bond diamond to copper. MoO3 poWders 
are used, together With CuO to supply the braZe metal. A 
loW-melting metal such as Sn, Zn, Pb, In, Sb, and Bi can also 
be used replace the Cu to further loWer the melting point of 
the braZe in the bonding layer and to prevent melting the 
substrate metal (Cu or Ag). As an example, With a MoO3— 
CuO—Bi2O3 (volume percentages typically of 40-80z10 
50:5-15 and preferably 60:30:10) of metalliZing process at 
about 1,000° C. for 10 minutes, it is possible to produce, 
Without any use of Ni, Co, Ct, Ti, Zr, Nb, Pt, or Au, to 
produce a microscopically perfect, tough, tenacious metal 
liZed layer on both the top and bottom diamond surfaces in 
a simple, reliable, loW-cost single-step metalliZing/braZing 
method. The bottom metalliZed surface can be bonded to the 
copper substrate for forming electrical and thermal contacts 
on selected bottom, top, and side surfaces of the diamond, all 
in the same single processing step. 

[0168] The metalliZing/braZing liquid produced in this 
diamond bonding method not only microscopically Wets and 
seals crack-initiating surface defects, but replaces surface 
voids and microcracks With solid, thermally highly conduct 
ing copper. This bonding method also produces a single 
phase, dead-soft annealed copper braZe bonding region 
extending all the Way from the diamond to the metal 
substrate. There are no microscopic or macroscopic pores, 
voids, cracks, and second-phase materials in the interfacial 
bonding regions. 
[0169] The eutectic or carbide-forming method disclosed 
above is suitable for bonding carbon-based ceramics includ 
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ing diamond, With single element Fe, Si, W, and Mo, as 
previously described. Instead of heat-sinking copper as the 
substrate, other thermally conductive substrate materials are 
equally useful. These materials include Ag, Au, Pt, Ni, 
silicon nitride, silicon carbide, aluminum nitride, graphite, 
thermally conductive composites, and barilla. 

[0170] The copper braZe, produced at near the melting 
point of copper, is thermochemically highly stable, and 
electrically fully aged and burned in. It has unsurpassed 
temperature resistance (850° C.), has loW electrical resis 
tance (no more than 150% of that of pure copper), and 
absorbs the mismatch stresses for stabiliZed carrier mobili 
ties in the semiconductor chips. The electrical characteristics 
of the electrical circuits mounted on these diamond heat 
sinks are thus highly stable and predictable. 

[0171] The electrical resistivity of Cu. Ag, Au, Pt, and Ti 
at 20° C. are: 1.67, 1.59, 2.35, 10.6, and 42 microhm-cm, 
respectively. The thermal conductivity of Cu, Ag, Au, Pt, 
and Ti at the same temperature are: 0.941, 1.0, 0.71, 0.165, 
and 0.04 cal/sq cm/cm/° C./sec, respectively. The Young’s 
modulus of Cu,Ag, Au, Pt, and Ti are: 16, 11, 11.6, 21.3, and 
16.8 million psi/sq in, respectively. The single-phase braZe 
metals, such as Cu, Ag, and Au, used in the diamond-metal 
bonds in the neW diamond heat sinks, give high thermal and 
electrical conductance of the neW diamond heat sinks. The 
thermal or electrical resistivity is no more than 200% that of 
the pure braZe metal Cu, Ag, or Au. The Young’s modulus 
of the dead-soft braZe is also no more than 200% of the pure 
braZe metal to provide the critical stress relief means for 
these diamond-metal bonds. The Young’s modulus of the 
melted and refroZen, dead-soft braZe metals such as Cu, Ag, 
and Au are loW, no more than 140% that of the respective 
pure braZe metal, compared favorably relative to the sput 
tered, surface-contaminated and high-velocity cold-Worked 
and high-resistivity Ti, Pt, and Au particulate layers nor 
mally used in bonding diamond, SiC, and other ceramics. 

[0172] The remarkable strength of the neW diamond-metal 
bonds is clearly shoWn as folloWs: in preparing for micro 
sections, cutting even a 1.5-mm diamond grain represents 
great dif?culties. It generally requires three diamond cutting 
Wheels rotating at 2,000 rpm for three days. Instead of the 
diamond Wheels cutting the small braZed-on diamond grain, 
this single braZed-on diamond grain is actually cutting the 
millions of diamond poWders bonded by other methods on 
the diamond cutting Wheels, While sustaining 8.6 million 
severe mechanical shocks. The neW bonded diamond grain 
thus forms excellent machining tools for cutting, milling, 
grinding, polishing, . . . 

[0173] By replacing the Cu and CuO by Ag and AgO, 
respectively, in the metalliZing/braZing composition, and by 
reducing the metalliZing temperature by about 120° C. for 
the loWer-melting silver, diamond heat sinks have also been 
made With silver substrates. Silver is the best metallic 
conductor, both electrically and thermally. As shoWn before, 
the metalliZed surface may be gold plated for high-tempera 
ture oxidation resistance. Alternately, the Cu and CuO can be 
replaced by Au and gold chloride, respectively, With a 
suitable adjustment in the metalliZing temperature. The 
metalliZed diamond can be braZe-bonded to Pt, Pd, and other 
precious metals, if needed. W and WO3 or mixed W/Mo and 
WO3/MoO3, respectively, may be similarly employed. The 
substrate material can also be Pt, Pd, Au, Ag, or even BaO, 
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AlN, graphite, silicon carbide or nitride, or thermally con 
ductive composites. Diamond can be braZed onto these 
thermally conductive substrates if it has a metalliZed bottom 
surface. 

[0174] Unlike the conventional C—Ti—Pt—Au system, 
the diamond heat sinks of the present invention have ther 
modynamically stable material systems and can safely be 
used above 630° C. The C—Mo—Cu—Bi system has been 
in liquid thermal equilibrium for over 10 minutes at the 
braZing temperature of about 1,000° C. The bond is thoughly 
thermally stabiliZed, because the liquid processing at the 
high temperature metalliZing/braZing gives the same diffu 
sion length as that due to the solid diffusion at the operating 
temperature of 600 or 630° C. for tens of years. 

[0175] These neW diamond heat sinks dissipate heat both 
vertically by heat sinking and sideWise by heat spreading in 
the diamond. Heat can also conduct into a side metalliZed 
metal layer, or even into a neighboring similarly bonded 
diamond body on the other side of the side metalliZed layer. 
This neighboring conductive diamond body may be replaced 
by metal or other conductive ceramic such as BeO. Because 
of the excellent Wetting, there is no air gap or pores betWeen 
the diamond and the metalliZed layer and betWeen the 
metalliZed layer and the conductive body. Nor are there any 
insulating microcracks to stop heat propagation vertically or 
horiZontally. In particular, no insulative air layer exist 
betWeen the diamond and neighboring diamond body. 

[0176] The neighboring conductive body of diamond or 
metal may have a height at least 0.5 or 1 mm higher than that 
of the diamond. The side metalliZed layer intentionally 
extends substantially (over 0.5 or 1.0 mm) above the top 
surface of the metalliZed diamond body so that the outWard 
heat spreading from the diamond has a signi?cant compo 
nent in a sideWise upWard direction. There must absolutely 
be no air gaps, voids, or microcracks, because these defects 
destroy the critical vertical heat sinking or lateral heat 
spreading properties. Yet CVD thin diamond ?lms have 
periodic vertical cracks due to the unavoidable dynamic 
mismatch stresses. See Narayan et al paper mentioned 
beloW. 

[0177] The neighboring conductive body may be another 
diamond body. This second body may also be microscopi 
cally perfectly bonded metallurgically onto the same mate 
rial substrate. The tWo diamond bodies then share the same, 
single metalliZed bonding layer, thereby minimiZing thermal 
and electrical resistances. A neW integrated diamond heat 
sink then results, and can even be achieved in the same 
single-step metalliZing/braZing operation by applying one or 
tWo layers of the same metalliZing/braZing composition on 
either one or both side surfaces of the adjoining diamond 
bodies. Upon heating to the high metalliZing temperature, 
these tWo bodies can be joined together by a common 
single-phase braZe material of pure or relatively pure braZe 
metal. In all these operations, no external force is required 
to push the diamond bodies together during the metalliZing/ 
bonding process. 

[0178] Preferably, the common side metalliZed bonding 
layer is no more than about three mils (0.076 mm) or one mil 
(0.0254 mm) thick to maximiZe the lateral heat spreading 
from one diamond body to the other. The top and side 
metalliZed bonding layers on the tWo diamond bodies may 
all terminate to have a common coplanar top surface to 
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provide a “coplanar” diamond heat sink for the mounting 
thereon of a fragile semiconductor or superconductor chip or 
integrated circuit. In this design, the bottom area of the 
circuit chip is greater than the top area of either diamond 
body but smaller than the combined top areas of both 
diamond bodies. Hence, one part of the electronic chip or 
circuit is mounted on one of the diamond bodies, While 
another part of the same chip or circuit is mounted on 
another one of the diamond bodies. 

[0179] As shoWn, With the solution metalliZing method 
disclosed elseWhere in this speci?cation, the thickness of the 
bonding layer may be easily controlled simply by diluting 
the solution concentration. Extremely thin bonding layers, 
from 10,000, 1,000, 100, doWn to 10 Angstroms, are then 
possible, With the thickness controlled to Within 100 or 10 
Angstroms. The common planar top surface of the coplanar 
diamond heat sink can also be thus made to have a height 
accuracy of 1 micron to 100 or 10 Angstroms to facilitate the 
mounting the electronic chip or circuit. 

[0180] A larger number of diamond bodies can be simi 
larly joined together, all sharing a common planar top 
surface. A large or very large, integrated planar diamond 
heat sink, for mounting thereon a much larger, high-poWer, 
high-density, high-freguency chip than a single diamond 
body can accommodate. This procedure solves the critical 
problem of diamond siZe and cost. The diamond cost 
increases exponentially, not proportionally, With its siZe. The 
neW diamond heat sink is signi?cant in that useful diamond 
heat sinks of any reasonable siZes are available right noW, 
While practical diamond ?lms may still be years aWay, as 
shoWn immediately beloW. 

[0181] Many trials have been made to make electronic 
diamond circuits or heat sinks by thin ?lm methods. The 
most advanced method is to use a laser synthesis method to 
produce single-crystal, epitaxial diamond ?lms on copper 
substrates. See, Narayan et al’s article in the Apr. 19, 1991 
Science magaZine, pp. 416-418 (Exhibit D). Scientists have 
hailed this technique as a revolutionary breakthrough. See 
Editorial in the April 1991 issue of Science magaZine. 

[0182] HoWever, since these epitaxial ?lms are thin (500 
A), and have perfect areas of only tWo or three microns in 
siZes. The ?lms are still imperfect (With severe transient 
stresses causing periodic parallel microcracks 9 microns 
apart, as shoWn in FIG. 2b of the article. Useful diamond 
heat sinks may be dif?cult to achieve for practical circuits, 
Which are over tens of microns in siZe. In diamond heat 
sinks, lateral heat spreading is over tWice as important as 
vertical heat sinking. The periodic parallel microcracks, 
hoWever, form vertical insulating Walls, destroying heat 
spreading. The result is that no diamond ?lm is actually 
better than any diamond ?lm, since this ?lm alWays has its 
oWn resistance in addition to the associated high resistances 
of the various Ti, Pt, Au bonding layers. 

[0183] In his paper oil “Diamond MetallliZation” pub 
lished in Proc. Diamond Materials, Proc. 93-17, Electro 
chemical Society, Eds. J. Dismukes & K V Ravi, pp. 
605-612 (Ref. E), Li shoWs that diamond is the most dif?cult 
ceramic material to bond, for the folloWing reasons: 

[0184] 1) Diamond has Zero thermal expansion coef 
?cient, giving the maximum thermal expansion mis 
match When bonded to any material; 
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[0185] 2) Diamond has maximum rigidity or Young’s 
modulus, resulting in maximum mismatch stresses, 
Which are the product of mismatch strain and 
Young’s modulus; 

[0186] 3) Diamond has the highest thermal conduc 
tivity, generating the maximum temperature differ 
ential and critical dynamic mismatch stresses as 
shoWn in the US. Pat. No. 4,890,783; and 

[0187] 4) Diamond is the most chemically inert or 
non-contaminating material, producing the mini 
mum thickness of interfacial bonding region and 
maximum mismatch stress and strain gradients. 

[0188] Further, these dif?culties multiply each other rather 
than merely add together. The bonding of any ceramics is 
already very dif?cult as shoWn in, e.g., Ref. A, and repeated 
failures of many US, Germany, and French major pro 
grams. Yet, if each of these four factors further doubles the 
bonding dif?culty, the combination thereof does not increase 
the bonding dif?culty merely addictively, or 2><4=8 times; 
but multiplicatively, or 2><2><2><2=16 time. 

[0189] These difficulties are con?rmed by Refs. A-E. Also, 
as shoWn above, the most common diamond bonding 
method is still the costly, complex, and difficult active 
method using sputtered Ti—Pt—Au layers, borroWed from 
the semiconductor industry. On these multiple, active thin 
metal layers, the LaWs of Chain and Murphy operate to give 
unreliable, loW-quality, and thermally unstable joints, as 
observed. Hence, despite the many patents and articles on 
the topic, diamond bonding has been a universally recog 
niZed, very dif?cult problem WorldWide. Any signi?cant 
progress in the ?eld, particularly for the critical diamond 
electronics and heat sink applications, Would therefore 
appear to be more Patentable than in even other chemical 
cases. 

[0190] As shoWn above, it is very dif?cult if at all possible, 
to employ the conventional methods to make microscopi 
cally bonded, uncontaminated but functionally graded, void 
free and crack-free thin diamond ?lms of any reasonable 
siZes (e.g., 1.5 Modi?cation of the ?lming technique, 
Whether physical or chemical, With high or loW voltage, 
pressure, temperature, concentrations in the gas composi 
tions, . . . , or even different substrates, simply Would not 

minimiZe or eliminate the many diamond bonding problems 
mentioned above. This has, of course, been veri?ed, empiri 
cally and independently, by the US. National Material 
Advisory Board and the Japanese engineers and scientists, 
as shoWn above. 

[0191] The laterally graded seals, or graded metal-ceramic 
microjoints in parallel, as described in US. Pat. No. 4,890, 
783, provides a neW solder preform for mounting semicon 
ductor or superconductor chips on the diamond heat sinks. 
Note that the central region of the preforms has the purer, 
softer, and more conductive metal than the peripheral 
regions. This neW preform thus usefully manages the ther 
mal dissipation, dynamic mismatch stress, and electronic 
circuit stability, all critical to modern electronics. The neW 
diamond heat sink and this neW preform form, in combina 
tion, a tWo-stage heat-sinking system. 

[0192] Diamond has the highest thermal conductivity, 
breakdoWn voltage, saturated velocity, and radiation resis 
tance but loWest permitivity. Combined, these parameters 
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yield the Johnson ?gure of merit for the power and fre 
quency performance, and the Keyes ?gure of merit for the 
speed, of a transistor manufactured from diamond. These 
?gures of merit are respectively 8,206 and 32.3 times higher 
for diamond than they are for silicon. High-density, diamond 
active circuits, if perfected, can operate at up to 600° C. or 
475° C. higher than Si or GaAs, respectively, eliminating 
cooling equipment noW occupying, e.g., much volume of the 
average satellite. 

[0193] HoWever, serious material and processing prob 
lems still exist, partly as shoWn above. Presently, only p-type 
conductivity can be obtained at useful current level by 
implanting boron. The evidence of n-type conductivity is not 
convincing. Even at 1,450° C., it is dif?cult to completely 
anneal the heavily damaged regions of the implanted dia 
mond. Most of the n-type conductivity Was lost after pro 
longed annealing. The results of ion implantation are further 
complicated by the fact that the radiation damage introduces 
donors and acceptors in equal concentrations. To date, only 
n-type diamond samples Were made by ion implantation of 
lithium into natural diamond. 

[0194] AneW diffusion procedure is disclosed here. Essen 
tial to controllable, uniform diffusion doping is the high 
effective processing temperature, intimate microscopic con 
tact of the doping source to diamond, and formation of 
possible diamond-metal doped eutectics Which are molten at 
the processing temperature (See graphite-metal bonding in 
this speci?cation). A perfect Wetting of the diamond With a 
liquid diffusion source then obtains. In contrast, the conven 
tional doping methods use loW-temperature, imperfect con 
tacting, and solid diffusion sources. 

[0195] The unreliable diamond Wetting and bonding, and 
extremely sloW and uncontrollable problems of diamond 
diffusion can be solved by using a modi?ed W/Mo-based 
fusion metalliZing method. This diamond doping method 
employs a metalliZing/braZing/contacting composition With 
40-60 v/o (volume percent) Mo, 10-30 v/o Cu and 5-15 v/o 
Bi for processing at 900-1170° C. The composition is also an 
effective diamond doping source. This combined diamond 
bonding and diffusion method is even useful for other 
high-temperature semiconducting ceramics such as silicon 
carbide or nitride. 

[0196] This neW method also solves the problems of loW 
solubility of potential atomic dopants in diamond. The 
method is extremely simple, and provides ideal conditions 
for controlled contacting and diffusion a for diamond by 
achieving many purposes: 

[0197] 1) Atomically cleans the diamond surface; 

[0198] 2) Perfectly Wets the diamond even on the 
microscopic scale; 

[0199] 3) Defect-freely bonds the diamond upon 
cooling; 

[0200] 4) Seals porosities, microcracks, and other 
defects in the diamond surface region, and thereby 
increases the thermal and electrical conductivity, 
contact surfaces (for, e.g., improved effective mass 
and thermal diffusion areas and rates) and toughens 
and strengthens the diamond; 

[0201] 5) Due to the high processing temperature, 
provides dead-soft shock-absorbing metal layer on 
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the surface, thereby maximiZing thermochemical 
stability, minimiZing thermomechanical stresses on, 
and stabiliZing carrier mobilities in, the semicon 
ducting diamond (or SiC); 

[0202] 6) Supplies loW-resistance electrical and ther 
mal contacts to the diamond; and 

[0203] 7) Preages and burns-in the metalliZation con 
tacts. Diamond metalliZation, according to the DTIC 
report mentioned above, Will be the predominant 
failure mechanism of high-temperature semiconduc 
tors (SiC, diamond). 

[0204] The same fusion metalliZe/braZe composition can 
also serve as n-type dopant source for diamond, by simply 
adding n-type dopants in the W/Mo-based metalliZing/braZ 
ing medium. As usual, elements in the Fifth Group of the 
Periodic Table such as N, P, As, Sb, Bi, V, Cb, Ta, Pa; 
elements in the Sixth Group (O, S, Se, Te, Po, Cr, Mo, W, 
U; and possibly elements in the Seventh Group (F, Cl, Br, I, 
At, Mn, Tc. Not only metals such as As, Sb, Bi, W, Mo, . . . , 
but oxide, nitrides, phosphides, sul?des, phosphates, ?uo 
rides, arsenide, arsenates, . . . are useful as n-type dopants in 

the modi?ed W/Mo-based, combined metalliZing/braZing/ 
contacting/doping process. This W/Mo-based process 
already contains such N-type dopants as W, Mo, and oxides. 

[0205] To make the doping more effective, multi-doping 
techniques are preferred, e.g., oxides of copper, antimony, 
phosphorous, arsenic ?uoride, bismuth phosphates, . . . as 

both the braZe and multiple dopants. There are other possi 
bilities. Oxygen and nitrogen, for example, form com 
pounds, eutectics, or other phases With many metals, also for 
use as the potential dopants. The potential doping possibili 
ties further explode. In addition, the Cu—O phase stability 
diagram shoWs that at a given temperature, the partial 
pressure of oxygen and solubility of oxygen in copper is 
very loW even at the metalliZing temperatures of up to 
1,050° C. But Cu2O has much higher partial pressures and 
apparent source solubility. CuO has even higher solubility, 
in fact, ?ve orders of magnitude higher at the metalliZing 
temperature. Copper is a key ingredient in the neW metalliZe/ 
braZe composition. If it is a strong P-type dopant, one can 
replace it With, e.g., Sb, or As. 

[0206] Control of the Wettability, dopant source concen 
tration, and the properties of diffusion region and metalliZed 
interfacial region, as to, e.g., their thicknesses, effectiveness, 
and properties, may be achieved by regulating the metalliZ 
ing compositions, solution concentrations, temperatures, 
and times. LoWer metalliZing temperatures and solution 
concentrations, higher melting points of the compositions, or 
shorter processing times give less doping effects and thinner 
and less diffused interfacial region, and vice versa. 

[0207] Because of the high-temperature liquid diffusion, 
the diamond metalliZing processing steps fully stabiliZes, 
preages, and burns-in the diamond and, therefore, generates 
very reliable metalliZation contacts. There Will also be no 
dopant outdiffusion and redistribution, because of the ther 
modynamic equilibrium of constituents even at the high 
metalliZing/doping temperatures. This is in sharp contrast to 
ion implantation in Which the dopant atoms are barbarously 
forced into the semiconductor With high voltage and 
momentum, With high divorce rates and unstable results 
thereafter. 
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[0208] Most conventional doping processes for diamond 
employ only solid-state diffusion, With diffusion coefficients 
DS=1.E-10 to 1.E-20 cm2/sec, 5-16 orders of magnitude 
smaller than liquid diffusion. For the same processing time, 
the solid diffusion length of doWn to 0.32 A is several orders 
of magnitude shorter than the neW liquid diffusion case and 
insuf?cient for device making. 

[0209] Because diamond has very high melting point, the 
ratio of the absolute diffusion temperature to absolute melt 
ing point of diamond is very loW in conventional diamond 
diffusion, Which has loW effective diffusion temperatures. 
Even the solid diffusion coef?cient must therefore be near 
the loWer end of the diffusion rates, possibly even nil. The 
diffusion length is therefore sub-Angstrom and generally 
unmeasurable. 

[0210] The neW metalliZing/braZing/diffusion process of 
this invention employed for 10 or 20 minutes Would require 
tens or hundreds of years of solid diffusion at the usually 
used “loW” diffusion temperatures to achieve the same 
diffusion results. Comparatively, then, a practical, very fast 
diffusion source is noW possible With the neW diamond 
doping method. 

[0211] This neW method greatly simpli?es the diamond 
bonding/diffusion method because it: 1) achieves high 
temperature thermodynamic equilibrium of component 
materials, 2) transforms diamond defects into reinforce 
ments, and 3) minimiZes static and dynamic mismatch 
stresses, yielding a vastly superior product. This simpli?ed 
processing technique combines the metalliZing, braZing, 
contacting, diffusion, and high-temperature pre-aging, burn 
ing-in, and diamond diffusion steps into one operation. The 
pre-aged or burned-in connections are important in over 
coming the predominant failure mechanism in diamond 
electronics due to improper metalliZation referred to above. 
For the critical diamond active semiconductor or heat sink 
applications, the microscopically perfect Wetting and bond 
ing of diamond by metal maXimiZes contact area, thermal 
conductivity, and conductance. The single-phase loW-modu 
lus or dead-soft annealed braZe absorbs mismatch stresses 
and strains, assuring high thermochemical stability, thermo 
mechanical shock resistance, and uniform, stable carrier 
mobilities and predictable circuit characteristics. 

[0212] Still other applications of the specially bonded 
diamond are possible. High performance missile domes and 
optical components require ultrahard materials such as sap 
phire, spinel, or diamond. Such materials are presently 
fabricated using diamond abrasive grinding and polishing. 
This process is sloW and very expensive, and results in 
subsurface damage of the substrate. This damage directly 
limits optical and rain erosion performance. 

[0213] In the conventional diamond grinding and polish 
ing Wheels, the diamond abrasives are not perfectly or 
defect-freely bonded, as shoWn above. The defective bond 
ing, as Well as surface defects in the diamond itself, alloWs 
the diamond grains to move, deform, vibrate, and fracture 
erratically; and creates random, unWanted modulations of 
the signals on the programmed ?nishing forces, torques, 
positions, and motions. Hence, the ?nishing process is out of 
control. Precision diamond ?nishing is costly, nonreproduc 
ible, and even impossible. Lengthened polishing time, rapid 
tool Wear and vibrations, abrasive grain tear-off, and poor 
surface ?nish result. 
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[0214] It is therefore desirable to make special “high 
?delity” diamond grinding and polishing Wheels according 
to the neW diamond bonding technology. The meaning of 
“high-?delity” has already been described above. This 
unique technology has already produced tenacious, defect 
free and thermomechanically shock-resistant bonding lay 
ers. These layers microscopically perfectly Wet, bond, and 
microsupport the diamond abrasives, as shoWn above, elimi 
nating the unWanted modulations of the signals on the 
programmed ?nishing forces, torques, positions, and 
motions. 

[0215] The neW diamond metalliZing process also pro 
duces the required diamond abrasive coatings on the neW 
grinding and polishing Wheels. The process provides per 
fectly and rigidly braZe bonded diamond abrasives layers 
onto a hard substrate such as carbon or tool steel, or even 
tungsten or silicon carbide. The metalliZing liquid seals all 
crack-initiating surface defects on the diamond ?lm, pro 
vides full, rigid metal microsupport for every diamond grain 
during the polishing operation. This feature minimiZes 
induced microscopic bending moments and tensile or shear 
stresses due to the polishing forces. Hence, even under 
eXtreme vibrations, heavy loads, high feeding rates, or 
mechanical shocks, the ?nishing forces and motions are 
transmitted directly and With high ?delity to the tips of all 
the macroscopic or microscopic abrasive grain tips. Greater 
?nishing accuracy, less diamond Wear, chatter, and break 
age, and longer Wheel life and reliability is therefore pos 
sible. 

[0216] This same method can be used to prepare other 
high-?delity machining tools such as those for milling, 
machining, drilling, and the like, or for ultrahard materials 
other than diamond such as boron nitride, boron carbide, 
alumina, silicon carbide, . . . These ultrahard materials can 

also be surface ?nished by grinding and polishing Wheels 
made by bonding of a hard metal (e.g., W) or hard ceramic 
material including diamond. 

[0217] Most natural diamond and deposited diamond ?lms 
still contain many defects such as (111) tWins, impurities 
(nitrogen, nickel, iron, aluminum, and carbon isotopes), 
porosities, dislocation, stacking faults, grain boundaries, 
segregated constituents, inclusions, and unWanted phases 
(such as carbon). All these defects make the diamond ?lm 
Weak, brittle, and sensitive to mechanical vibrations and 
shocks. Any microcrack, discontinuity, or impurity particle 
in the diamond ?lm may initiate localiZed catastrophic 
failures. These localiZed failures degrade the product qual 
ity, shorten the ?nishing speed, and cut short the ?nishing 
tool life. Hence, all these defects must be sealed, eliminated, 
or neutraliZed. This the neWly invented coating method Will 
do. 

[0218] Speci?cally, the metalliZing/braZing liquid of this 
invention seals microscopic crack-initiating surface porosi 
ties and other defects, and produces a single, microscopi 
cally perfect braZe-bonded structure. These conditions 
ensure rigid support to all the diamond abrasives during 
service, but minimiZe mismatch stresses and stress gradients 
and maXimum toughness, adherence, and thermomechanical 
shock resistance during use. As discussed above, the result 
ant liquid-diffusion formed metal-ceramic bonds are totally 
different from those formed by mere compacting, evapora 
tion, sputtering, plasma spraying, sintering, in?ltration, 
















